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Patanjali used in several places of Yoga-siitras (I 10, 18, 19, II 20, 

III 2, 12, 19, 35, IV 27) the word pratyaya. Owing to the great number 
of documents we are justified to presume that the word pratyaya has but 
-0ne meaning in Yoga-siitras, and that its correct and exact meaning can be 
reliably arrived at. 

J. W. Hauer,1 however, points out that pratyaya in Yoga-siitras has two 
meanings: 1. the presented-idea (Vorstellung) in the sense of imaginative 
consciousness which is supposed to be common in Yoga phraseology, 2. whilst 
in the nirodha text I 1-27 pratyaya has at the same time the meaning of 
a concurrent or participant cause. 

The variety in the conception of the word pratyaya, as a cause, presented
idea, thought, etc. has of course far reaching consequences: 

1. Patanjali namely in TI 20 says that the seer, i. e. the subject surveys 
pratyaya. If we interpret pratyaya as a presented-idea, it is evident that 
the subject does not survey the outside reality directly, but only the images 
about it. The world is then only one's presented idea and for this reason 
Patanjali is regarded as an idealist. 

2. Besides, the various meanings support the presumption about the 
disharmony in the text of Yoga-siitras as was stated by P. Deussen, J. W. 
Hauer, and E. Frauwallner, etc. 

3. This finally supports the opinion expressed by H. J acobi,;2 that Yoga
siitras are under the influence of Vasubandhu's Buddhism, and are thus 
placed into the V. century A. D. J. W. Hauer opposes this opinion by 
restricting this influence only to the text I 1-27 and IV, in which, according 
to him, pratyaya has the same meaning as in Buddhism, i. e. the cause. 

These serious consequences justify us  to analyse once again the text 
of Yoga-siitras with regard to pratyaya, in order to ascertain its correct 

1 J. W. Hauer: Der Yoga als Heilweg, Stuttgart 1932, p. 157. Pratyaya is translated 
by J. W. Hauer as: Vorstellung, Bewu.Btseinsgegenstand; by P. Deussen: (Allgemeine 
Geschichte der Philosophie I, 3) Vorstellung, Vorstellen, Vorstellungsvermogen, Erkennt
nis; by E. Frauwallner: (Geschichte der ind. Philosophie I) Denken; by J. H. Woods: 
(The Yoga-system of Pataiijali) presented-idea, presentation, cause; by M. N. Dvivedi: 
(The Yoga-siitras of Patanjali) cause, intellect, mind, consciousness, knowledge, sign, 
conception, thought. 

12 H. Jacobi: 'Ober das ursprtingliche Yogasystem, Sitzungsberichte der PreuB. Aka
demie 1929, 1930. Uber das Alter des Yogasastra. Zeitschrift fur lndologie und lranistik, 
Band 8, Leipzig 1931, p. 80-88. 
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meaning as understood by the author Patanjali himself. In this way we 
shall also verify the justification of these consequences. 

I. PRATYAYA and its meaning. 

' Etymologically pratyayas means something which goes in the direction 
to something or somebody. 

The range of the meaning of pratyaya is very large: a) cause, motive, 
condition, sign; b) usage, certainty, trust, faith, confidence, belief; c) thought, 
presented-idea, die Vorstellung, mental image, knowledge, conception, das 
Denken, consciousness, mind, intellect. In the medical literature it is synon
ymous with hetu - cause, lcdrar},a - cause, nimitta - condition, in Buddhism 
with hetu and karar},a. The commentators of Yoga-siitras consider pratyaya 
to be the synonym of kiirar},a, hetu, nimitta, vrtti - fluctuation, sattva, citta
sattva and buddhisattva. According to the Pietersburg Dictionary, Nil. inter
prets in MhBh 13, 4589 pratyaya as abhipraya"f:i, i. e. "auf etwas losgehend, 
gerichtet auf, zielend auf. 

In the case of pratyaya we can thus distinguish from the psychological 
point of view three groups of meanings : 1. pratyaya determines the relation 
between the exterior thing and the consciousness, namely cause, motive, 
condition, sign, i. e. the impulse from a source; 2. pratyaya means the final 
elaborated form, caused by the preceding stimulation - die Vorstellung, 
presented-idea, thought, knowledge; 3. pratyaya determines the reaction 
to an exterior impulse, i. e. something which refers to objective reality -
certainty, trust, belief, faith, confidence. 

In principle pratyaya4 determines the relation between the object and 
subject, referring at the same time to objective reality. 

The etymology of the word pratyaya thus developed from the meaning 
of its initial phase as an impulse from a source (MhBh, Buddhism) to its 
final phase as Vorstellung, presented-idea, mental image. 

An analogical etymology can be observed also e. g. in the expression 
pratyak?a which means (fron1 prati-ak?a) in the direction to the sense-organ, 
i. e. the · relation of the exterior object to the sense-organ. This relation is 

3 Pratyaya from prati-eti to go towards someone, or in direction to someone. According 
to Sarrikhya-philosophy it goes from the eye at the object vrtti, which carries the image 
,of the object, colours it, and carries it through the eye into the mind. Vyasa (to I, 7) 
understands the senses as pipes or channels through which the image enter the interior. 
According to Pataiijali (I, 10) vrtti - commotion is supported by pratyaya - the impulse 
from a source which colours the mind in which the commotion is created as the result 
of this impulse. Pratyaya corresponds to our impulse, the impulse from a source, but 
riot to presented-idea. The presented-idea is evoked by an impulse from impressions as 
the source. 

4 H. Jacobi [a. a. 0. I. 1929, p. 2 (588)] states that ,,Pratyaya ist eigentlich soviel 
wie wahrnehmende Erkenntnis und bezeichnet die vrtti hinsichtlich ihres Inhaltes. Vrtti 
ist die psychische Funktion subjektiv, pratyaya objektiv." 

Th. sce1·backij (Buddhistic Logic II, p. 126, 262, 287 etc.) interp.rets pratya,ya 
in Buddhism also "perceived image", and elsewhere as reaction as a term embracing 
both sensation (pratyak?a) and conception. 
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distinguished in the sense that the sense-organ either grasps the thing, or 
that the thing comes to this sense-organ. For this reason the definition 
of pratyak?a in Nyiaya-sutras I 1,4 emphasizes in the first place the relation 
between the sense-organ and the thing, and in II 1, 21 combats the objection 
that the definition does not mention its connection with manas ( central 
sense-organ, the mind) .5 

Vyasa in Yoga-sfitras I 7 differentiates in the case of pratyak?a in the 
same way as Vatsyayana between the instrument of knowledge and the 
knowledge as a result (pramiitia and phala), i. e. by this he.expresses both 
the initial relation, namely that the consciousness ( citta) is coloured by the 
external thing throughout the channel of the sense-organ,6 i. e. it is a n1atter 
of a direct relation to the exterior object, and the final phase i. e. the result 
(phala) of which the subject is conscious (pratisarrivedi). 

The meaning of pratyak?a develops from the original, initial stadium as 
a sensation determining the relation of the object to the eye, and precedes 
to the final phase (perception as knowledge), so that it relates to the whole 
recognizing process of perception. With Patanjali, pratyak?a has the meaning 
of the initial perception i. e. of sensation, whereas the commentators interpret 
pratyak?a as the complete process of perception. 

Analogical development can also be observed in the case of the word 
pratyaya. 

II. PRATYAYA according to commentators. 

a) Pratyaya expresses the initial relation:� 
The commentators of Yoga-sfitras have noted quite clearly the original 

;meaning of pratyaya as an initial stadium, i. e. as an exterior cause, an 
impulse from a source. 

According to Vy;asa a single thing is a common basis for many mind
stuff s ( bahutcittiila1nbanibhutam ekarri vastu sadhiira?J,am IV 15). The thing 
becomes the cause of an impulse, developed in one or other form according 
to the conditions ( nimittiinurupasya pratyayasyotpadyamiinasya tena tenat
mana heturbhavati IV 15). This interpretation corresponds strictly with the 
Buddhist conception. 1 In Buddhist philosophyS pratyaya is identical with 
kiiratia and hetu. Dasgupta9 presumes, that the word pratyaya · in the sense 
of a cause can be hardly found in another philosophy than the Buddhist. 

5 W. Ruben: Die Ny,aya-sutras, Textiibersetzung, Erlauterungen und Glossen, Leipzig 
1928. 

6 indriyaprarpalikaya cittasya bahyavastuparagattadvi?aya . • • vrtti{i pratyak.?a'l]l 
pram<i1J,am. 

7 In the Buddhist philosophy the non-perception of dharmas is caused by the absence 
of pr.atyaya. Thus when I fix my attention on one thing, other things are not seen then, 
not because they are non-existent, but because the conditions which would have made 
them visible were absent. (See Dasgupta: A History of Indian Philosophy II, p. 124). 

8 In Buddhism pratyaya as condition and ·karai:ia as cause are used synonymously. 
(scerbatskij: Buddhist Logic II 126, 262, etc.). 

� a. a. 0. II, p. 395. 
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He draws the attention to the medical literature, where Caraka mentions 
pratyaya in the sense of cause among the eight synonyms of the cause (hetu) 
of illness. From this he derives, that pratyaya was used in the place of hetu 
in earlier literature which was the source of Caraka's observations. He refers 
in the first place to the Ayur-veda literature where the cause of illness was 
frequently the subject of discussions. 

Dasgupta's suitable remark must, however, be ·supplemented by the fact 
that also in Yoga-philosophy pratyaya is the cause (kiiraria, hetu, nimitta) 
according to the commentators.10 

Thus for instance in the explanation of nidra as a sleep (I 10) with 
which we shall deal later, pratyaya has the meaning of loara'i),a - cause, 
which is explicitly mentioned by Vacaspati. Vyiasa says to II 28, that in 
Yoga-philosophy (s·astra) there. are nine different causes (loararia) among 
which he also mentions pratyaya: "pratyaya-kiiraria·r,i dhumajnanamagnifnii, 
nasya- the perception of smoke is the impulse, or the cause of the (indirect) 
perception of fire." 

The original meaning of pratyaya as an impulse or cause is evident e. g. 
from the interpretation of the commentators regarding gurias (II 15) .11 

The gurias - the three basic elements of nature - are the source of three 
impulses which in experience (bhoga) are expressed in one undistinguished 
form according to the dominant gul).a. Vyiasa says : "Evamete gurµi ... 
sukhadu'IJ,khamohapratyayii'IJ, sarve sarvarupa bhavantiti. Guriapradhana
bhavakrtastve?ii vise?a iti - And these gul).as have the impulses in pleasure, 
pain, and deceptive indifference, and every impulse has the form of all the 
others. The distinction between them depends on the circumstance which of 
the gurias becomes dominant." Viacaspati adds that the gurias evoke three 
impulses, although there is in reality only one, e. g. the form of pleasure. 

Finally in the mnemotechnical verse of Vyasa III 15 it is also said that 
"cittasya dvaye dharma'IJ, paridr?tascaparidr#.,asca. Tatra pratyayatmaka'IJ, 

1-0 The commentators of Yoga-siitras identify hetu with kiira'r},U,, e. g. in II 23, 24. 
Pata:njali uses the expression hetu [tasya (sc.: sa7J1,yogasya) hetur avidya], whereas the 
commentators use the expression bandhakara?'},a, sa7J1,yoganimiUa, so that avidyii is the 
cause (hetu = kiira'r},U,, nimitta) of the connection of the subject with the object. V.acaspati 
to II 18 identifies pratyaya with nimitta and refers to IV 3, where nimitta is mentioned. 

11 Gu?J,a (gu'r},U,yati - to invite, address, advice, multiply from gr-no, ide. baze gere -
to twist, wind) has in Sanskrit three meanings. 1. quality, 2. rope, 3. not primary. 
It signifies the qualitative substance, ultimate subtle entities in the sense of ropes. All 
things are but the modification of three gu:i:i,as or elements of nature. Yet the real nature 
of the gul).as is never revealed by the sense-perception. What appears to the senses are 
but illusory characteristics like those of magic (maya, Vyasa to IV 13). The real nature 
of the gUI).as is thus revealed only by true :knowledge - prajim. In Indian philosophy 
three gu'r},U, - components are given, i. e. sattva - intelligence-stuff, plastic entity; 
rajas - movement, energy-stuff; tamas - tendency of obstruction, mass-stuff. Patanjali 
mentions in his text only the sattva - the existent. 

The commentators adjudge to gui:ias three dispositions (§':{la): prakii§a - light, 
lcriyii,- movement, .sthiti - inertia (II 18). Pata:njali differentiates the tangles, gul).a
periods (gu'r},U,parVft?'J,i). The final aim of Yoga is in the fact, that gm;ias are telically 
empty and carry out no purpose for the subject (IV 34). Gu'YJ,O,s and the subject .are 
not dependent on one another and in this is the basis of independence, liberation, and 
redemption (kaivalya). 
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parixlr�ta,IJ,. V astumatratmaloa paridr$�a.'IJ, - The external aspects of the 
mind-stuff are two-fold : perceived and unperceived. Of these two, the per
ceived have as their essence impulses ; these that are unperceived have as 
their essence real things only." This corresponds to Patanjali's conception 
IV 17 : "tadupariigapek?itvaccittasya vastu jnatajihatam - owing to the 
fact that the consciousness is (from the thing) coloured or is disregarded, 
the thing is known or is unknown." Accordingly impulses originate from 
objects or as Patanjali, and the commentators say elsewhere (III 21) the 
body and thus every object has grahyasakti - the power to be grasped, to 
be known. In IV 17 Vy.asa compares the things to a magnet, as that they 
are bound to citta as to iron, and thus colour the citta. Every source also 
transmits impulses, powers, which are grasped by the citta and are possessed 
by its apparatus. 

The commentators infer to pratyaya the meaning of a cause or impulse 
and thus the meaning of the initial phase of the process of acquiring know
ledge, i. e. they adhere to the initial meaning of pratyaya.12 

b) Pratyaya as the final phase. 

On the other hand the commentators identify pratyaya with its final 
phase, i. e. with jihana, vrtti, cittasattva, buddhisattva, because they inter
pret pratyaya as bauddhapratyaya - presented-idea of the thinking sub
stance, i. e. in the meaning of a presented-idea. 

The commentators identify vrtti13 - commotion of the mind with 
pratyaya .- impulse in the explanation of nidrii I 10, where Patanjali 
differenciates .quite accurately between both these conceptions, as explained 
in details later on. Their identification of vrtti with pratyaya induced Vy.asa 
to the assertion, that nidra is pratyaya and that for this reason it must be 
in samadhi controlled like any other impulse ( sa ea samadhavitarapratyaya
vannirodhavyeti), although Patanjali in the formulation of Yoga mentions 
citta-vrttinirodha.14 

1'2 Bhoja in I 19 mentions that pratyaya and kara't}-a is the same, .and in II 20, 
III 2, 17 the jnana and pratyaya is the same. 

13 Vrtti from vrt-, v01rttate -to turn, revolve, roll, to be, exist, is connected with 
Slavic expression vrteti (*vert, *vort), Czech vratiti, obratiti, obratel, Indo-european 
basis *1.1er-t, Lithuanian versti - to turn, latin verto, versus - against, i. e. turned against 
somebody, Sanskrt vartate - to revolve, originate, gothic werthan, German werden. 
W. Ruben (Gesch. d. Ind. Phil. p. 142) asked: "Hat man die Kreise um einen ins Wasser 
gefallenen Stein beobachtet?" Spontaneously - the dialectical expression vrtti - Fluction 
he explains as "eine innerliche Bewegung der Materie der Denk- und Sinnesorgane, zu 
deren annahernden Verdeutlichung man den modernen Begriff der longitudinalen Welle 
heranziehen kann." We can, however, imagine it as the birth of a pearl. A grain of sand 
gives the impulse to the covering and the development of .a pearl. In the same way an 
external impulse stirs up the mind-stuff. Vrtti means a commotion of the mind, mental 
vibration, stimulation, fluctuation. 

14 Citta from cit, cetati - to perceive, think, consider, means the mind-stuff, the 
faculty of reasoning. With this expression the commentators connect manas and buddhi. 
Buddhi (from budh - to wake up, recover, consciousness) - intelligence means in Nyaya 
an object of right knowledge and is defined as the power of forming and retaining 
conceptions and general notions, the faculty of the mind to discern, judge, and under
stand the meaning of knowledge. Manas (from man -to think, imagine) - mind, the 
14 - Archiv orientalni c. 2 
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The shift of the impulse to the commotion, i. e. to the identification of 
pratyaya with vrtti induced the commentators to identify pratyaya with 
bauddhapratyaya, cittasattva, buddhisattva. Thus Vacaspati says to IV 27, 
that pratyaya is that by which a thing is presented to the subject, that it is 
cittasattva - the substance of consciousness. Also according to VYiasa to I 11 
pratyaya (presented-idea) shines forth in consciousness in a definite form 
( akara = rupa) and initiates the corresponding impressions. This leads to the 
interpretation II 20, that the subject looks upon the presented-ideas, which 
were created by the thinking substance (pratyaya1Ji bauddhamanupa§yati) .15 

J. H. Woods1 6 is thus justified in the interpretation of the conception 
of the commentators that the subject looks at the reproduced forms and 
not on the object itself. The object as Buch is not directly perceived, but 
only its form as reproduced in the thinking-substance (buddhisattva). 

The shift in the meaning of pratyaya was mainly due to the circum
stance, that Vy.asa took over some basic psychological conceptions from the 
Sfuylkhya-philosopher Vindhyavasi ( 1st half of V. century A. D.) .  According 
to E. Frauwallner,17 Vy.asa under the influence of Vindhyav.asi did not 
differentiate between the three psychological conceptions manas, citta, buddhi,. 

but identified them and to a greater part marked them as citta. 
In contrast to this Patanjali differentiates them in the sense, that manas· 

stands in the relation to the sense-organs as the central-organ, buddhi 
stands in the relation to the subject as a realized thought. Citt;a is then the 
name for the ·subjective apparatus with a memory fund which stores the 
experienced impressions. These impressions (sar,iskaras, vasanas), which 
create the seed (bija), are the substances of the citta. External or internal 
impulse stimulates the surface of the mind-stuff - citta, and this gives rise 
to commotions of the mind-stuff ( cittavrtti). 

The commentators on the one side preserve the original meaning of 
pratyaya as an impulse from a source, and on the other side attribute to 
pratyaya also its later meaning which expresses the last phase of knowledge. 
This leads to a contradiction which was pointed out by J. W. Hauer1s at 
another opportunity. He says, that "the conclusions made hitherto prove, 
that we must avoid to believe everything that the commentators of .Yoga
siitras say. \Ve must fight for an independent explanation of the original 
text even if we have respect for these old authorities". 

It is therefore necessary to analyse once again the original text and 

individual mind. Manas differentiates, integrates, and associates the sense-data. The 
nature of citta is to produce combinations, the result of which are vrttis - commotions, 
and j:nana -knowledge. The subject is identified with v:rtti (sariipya) and is aware 
of them as of his own thoughts, his knowledge (svabuddhi) .  

15 Bhoja to III 17 also identifies pratyaya with jna:na and buddhivrtti : pratyayo 
iMnar,,. vi$ayakara buddhivrttil;i, - pratyaya means knowledge, i. e. a modification of 
buddhi - internal organ in the form of an object. 

M a. a. 0., p. 31. 
17 Geschichte der Indischen Philosophie I, p. Alf. 
1s Das IV. Buch des Yogasiitra in Studia Indo-Iranica, Ehrengabe fttr Wilhelm 

Geiger, 1931, Leipzig, p. 131. 
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ascertain to what extent the interpretation of the commentators is justified 
especially in the case of the meaning of pratyaya. From their different inter
pretations only we can conclude, that the text of Y oga-sutras is not uniform 
but that it is composed of various texts in which we can also find different 
meaning of the expression pratyaya, and also, that Patanjali adheres to 
idealism and looks at the world as his own idea. It is necessary to confront 
their conception with the original text and discover the meaning which was 
in the mind of Patanjali, the author of the text. 

Ill. Pratyaya in the original text of Yoga-sutras. 

First of all we must consider the original conception of Patanjali. Then 
in a detailed analysis of individual sfttras, containing the word pratyaya, 
we shall direct the attention to the meaning of pratyaya in order to ascertain 
the sense of these siitras and to explain them. 

Pataiijali noted down how he imagines the origin of pratyaya, its relation 
to vrtti and the nature of pratyaya. 

According to Pataiijali the pratyayas arise from sa'Y(lSkaras :rn IV 27 
"tacchidr�u pratyayiintarliri,i sar(lSldirebhya"f;, - in the intervals of this 
(i. e. citta after differentiating the subject from the object) there are other 
impulses coming from subliminal-impressions". Negatively it is expressed 
by Vy.asa to IV 28 : "purvasa'Y(lSkiiro na pratyayaprasurbhavati - former 
impression does not evoke impulses". The nature of these impulses from 
impressions is mentioned by Vy;asa to IV 27: "pratyayiintarii./JJ,yasmiti vii 
mameti vii jiiniimiti vii na janamiti vii - other impulses, either, "It . is I" 
or "It is mine" or "I know" or "I do not know". They are thus impulses of 
one's own existence, own consciousness, changes of the mind-stuff. 

The escape from these impulses is described by Patanjali in IV 28: 

10 Sa'1]1,skara (from saip - together, -s-kara -action, from karoti - to put together, 
form, make) has on the one hand an active meaning: improving a thing, adjusting, 
constructing, and on the other hand a figurative meaning: aggregation that which is 
constructed or adjusted thus the impression after stimulation. Saipskaras cause a new 
life and determine its quality, They are thus creating forces, impressions. According 
to Saipkhya-philosophy every mental process marks a separate impression, which 
germinates into a new process as soon as there are suitable conditions and suitable time. 
These forces are the expression of the eternal law, of that concealed power which is called 
karma -the deed. The world is thus the undulation of the deed energy. The deed dis
appears but its energy remains to give the impulse to another deed (V. Lesny: Buddhism, 
1921, p. 121 and further). Vasana is another expression for impression (from vas - stay, 
dwell) . V.asana means perfuming and is related to causative vasyati - to introduce 
another quality, but especially fragrant odour, to perfume. Dasgupta thinks (a. a. 0. I, 
p. 263) , that the word v.asana seems to be a later word. The commentators of Yoga-sutra! 
_use both identically. But vasana generally -refers to the tendencies of past lives most 
of which lie dormant in the mind. But samskaras are the sub-conscious states which are 
being constantly generated by experience: V.asanas are innate saipsk.aras not acquired 
in this life. (A History of Indian Philosophy I, p. 263.) Sa:rpskaras are subliminal 
impressions from which the present life develops and are acquired in this life. They 
oorr.espond to Pavlov's acquired conditional reflex. Vasana corresponds to inherent instinct 
i .  e. inherent unconditional reflex. 
w 
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"hiiname?ii,rri klesavaduktam - the renunciation of these, the escape from 
them is -described as being like (the escape from) the klesas."2·0 

Pata:njali states in IV 10, that the impressions have desire, will ( asis) . 
Already P. Deussen21 perceived clearly the connection of sarriskiiras and 
viasanas with klesas and considers asis and klesas identical. This · identifi
cation is wholly in the sense of siitras and consequently in the sense of the 
explanations given by the commentators. Patanjali says in IV 10 : "tas,a
manaditvarri ciis1,§o nityatvat - these ( vifisanas) have no beginning since 
the will is permanent." Vyasa identifies atmas1)i - the craving for one's 
self with klesa abhinivesa - the instinctive will to live (II 9 ) .  Thus the 
impressions and the klesas have according to him the same will, desire. 

In the case of klesas Patanjali differentiates between four grades of 
intensity, the states ( avastM) in which they manifest themselves :  1 .  pra
supta - dormant, 2. tanu - attenuated, reduced intensity, 3. vicchinna -
intercepted, 4. udiiraria - sustained, active manifestation. The commentators 
then also mark the fifth grade as silk$ma - subtle (II 10) ,  dagdhab'i
j.avastlw., - the burned state of the seeds. In this state ( to II  4) although 
the klesas are still existent, the vitality of the seed is said to be already 
burned ( saUirri klesanarri tadii b'ijasiimarthyarri dagdhamiti). Even if they 
come into touch with the object, there is no awakening of these ( vi?ayasya 
sa-rr,,mukh'ibhavepi sati na bhavatye?arri prabodha iti). In the dormant state 
they rest in the mind merely potentially ( saktimatra) and they can awaken 
by coming face-to-face with the object. In the state of attenuated intensity 
they are overpowered by the cultivation of their opposites (pratipak?abha
vanopahatii�i). In the intercepted state only one klesa is effective in a certain 
direction and by this repels and interrupts the action of the others. In the 
active sustained state the klesa exerts full influence on some object. 

V:acaspati at the end of II 4 notes down a verse, according to which the 
dorn1ant klesas are possessed by those, who live in prakrti; for yogins 
they are attenuated ; in the case of others who are attached to objects, they 
are intercepted or sustained. 

According to commentators the klesas are marked with vitality and 
power (s.amarthya, sakti) which clearly €Xpresses the idea of will, and 
desire in viisaniis and sarriskaras. These ripen according to definite laws 
of fruition ( vipakanugurw, IV 8) ,  according to karma fruition ( karmavipaka 
II 12, 13) ,  and determine the birth, length-of-life and experience ( faty
ayur-bhogiily,). V asanas and sarriskaras form the memory fund ( smrti IV 9 ) .  

2° Klesa from kli§nati- to press, squeeze, torment, astrict, trouble (Zubaty: Studies 
and Articles, Prague 1945, p. 28). It is connected with Slav. klestiti - astrict, from that 
klesnja (litter.-cliche)-claw, Ukrain. klisa, klisna-scissors, Old Czech klesce, Old 
Slavic klesta, Pol. kleszcze - tongs, the original meaning was the loop, the constriction. 
Vacaspati to II 19 interpretes klisnati as du}:i.khai:p. karoti. According to Pata:njali II 24 
klesa avidy.a is the cause of clasping the subject with the object (sarp.yoga). Klesa thus 
clasps both as in tongs. Klesa means squeeze, clasp, loop, and in this sense it is used by 
Patanjali. The consequence of the squeeze is to torment, molest, suffer pain, and from 
fr�t klesa means pain from disease, affliction, but also worldly 'occupation, trouble, etc. 

'21 Allg. Geschichte d. Philos. I 3, p. 552, 557. 
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The impulses that cause the commotion of the mind-stuff come from this 
fund. 

The nature of these impulses is saktic, vital, and manifests itself only 
on direct contact with the object. Patanjali defines it in the way that the 
object colours the mind (IV 17 uparaga) ,  i. e. that what comes from the 
object or impressions i. e. impulse causes the colouring i. e. the affecting 
of the mind. Also the impressions are coloured because citta is diversified 
by countless impressions of various colours ( asarrikhyeyaviisaniibhiscitram 
IV 24). 

Patanjali imagines the relations of the object to the mind-stuff and to 
the subject as follows : The object is independent of the mind, but the mind 
js dependent ·on the object in that the object must first colour, or /affect 
the mind. This colouring creates the impulse, which evokes the commotion 
(pratyayalambana vrtti'/y, I 10) .  The object, however, has five forms III 44 : 
c0arse - sthula; essential, general - svarupa; subtle - silk?ma, inherence 
- anvaya, and telic purposiveness - arthavattva. These five forms of objects 
correspond in reality to the five f orn1s of cittavrttis. Every commotion is 
five-fold ( vrttaya'/y, pancatayya'/y, I 5 ) ,  i. e. the first form is a direct sense 
perception, the second form is indirect, the third form is verbal or abstract, 
the fourth form is inhibited, emotional, the fifth form is that of the memory 
which is unaliable and entirely subjective. 

The commotion of the mind which has been aroused by an impulse from 
some source, reflects not only the object in its impulse, but the consciousness 
combines these in1pulses with the impulses from klesas and impressions. The 
subject interferes with the combinations by colouring the mind-stuff, so 
that the mind-stuff is coloured both from the object-of-sight, and from the 
seer, subject ( dra?trdrsya-uparalctarri citta1n IV 23). 

In this way the subject is identified with the commotion of the n1ind, so 
that the subject is in conformity with the commotions of the mind-stuff 
( vrttis{irupya I 3 ) .  The task of the Yoga is to eliminate the subordinity 
of the subject and free it from the fetter, by which it is bound, to the 
consciousness and to the world in general. In the Yoga procedure the know
ledge is attained independently on the citta, as one is aware of the reality 
without the interference of the citta, which then shines as a crystal and 
only reflects the reality. This is achieved by impulses which inhibit the 
commotion of the mind-stuff. 

In the process of acquiring knowledge the subject has following functions : 
1. it always knows the commotions of the mind-stuff,22 2. it becomes aware 
of them,23 3. it surveys and looks for the impulses.24 

22 IV 18: sadajnatascittavrttayastatprabho'/J, pu'f'W?asyapari?J,iimitvat- the commotions 
of the mind-stuff are always known, because their governor, the subject, does not undergo 
changes. 

123 IV 22: citerapratisarr,,lcramay&;tadakarapattau svabuddhisarr,,vetlanam - owing to 
the fact, that the intellect which, however, does not come into activity of the consciousness, 
takes part in its action and causes the awareness of its own thought. 

124 II 20: dra$ta, drsimatra'IJ, suddho'pi pratyaya-anupasya'IJ, -the seer (subject) is 
only a vision and, although, he is clear (from the object), he surveys the impulses. 
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The survey of the impulses, i. e. the looking for the impulses leads to 
the knowledge of the true nature of the powers of the proprietor and of the 
property, i. e. it leads to the differentiation of the dependence of the subject 
and the object. This dependence is caused by the undifferentiating lcle§a 
avidya.25 

In the process of acquiring knowledge an important role is played by 
pratyayas - impulses. Patanjali differentiates between the following 
impulses: abhiivapratyaya in nidra I 10, viramapratyaya in asatJ1,prajnata 
nirodha I 18, bhavapratyaya I 19, tulyapratyaya in cittapari?}iima III 12, 
'fiurther pratyaya in the case of bhoga III 15, in dhyana III 2, in para
cittajnana III 19, in sarvabhiltariltafniina III 17, in dra$tii II 20. The 
commentators then mention upayapratyaya to I 20. 

I shall deal successively with all the sutras where these pratyayas occur, 
with a special regard to the interpretation of the commentators in order to 
ascertain the meaning of pratyaya in the individual sutras and in order to 
draw the corresponding conclusions. 

To enable correct understanding I shall also mention the results of the 
physiologists in the sphere of experiments regarding higher nervous activity. 

1 .  Nidra with abhtivapratyaya. 

Pata:njali classifies nidra,26 under· the five forms of the commotion of the 
mind-stuff. In I 10 he then gives the following formulation : "abhiivapratyaya
iilambanii vrttir nidrii - the slothful form is a commotion supported by the 
impulse of negation". 

The commentators base their comments on another formulation of the 
vrttis than Patanjali, according to which every vrtti is five-fold ( panca
tayya"J:i). According to the commentators there are five commotions, quite 
independent, and in addition, in the case of pramiir.ia - direct perception, 
they differentiate three independent vrttis (i. e. perception, inference, and 
verbal communication), so that according to them there are altogether seven · 
vrttis, which, however, is in conflict with the basic text. 

H. J acobi27 adheres to the explanation qf the commentators and even 
says that the author of the text did not know Sanskrit correctly, because he 
used the incorrect expression pancatayya"J:i--five-foid instead vrtti"J:i panca
tayi, i. e. that there are five commotions. The grammarian Pata:njali could 
not have done such a grammatical mistake according to Jacobi, and for this 
reason Jacobi does not regard him as the author of the Y oga-sutras text. 

25 II 23: svasvamisaktyo'IJ, svarupo'P(J,labdhihetu!J, sa'Yfl,yogaf.i. II �4: tasya hetur avid11a 
- The connection (of the subject and the object) is the cause of the recognition of the 
true nature of the proprietor's power and his property's power. The cause of this connection 
is undifferentiating klesa avidya. 

26 Nidrii means sleep, sleepiness, drowsiness, sloth, and is related with drai, drayati -
to sleep. 

�7 Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1922 und Sitzungsberichte der PreuB . Akademie der 
Wissenschaft 1929 Uber das ursprilngliche Yogasystem, pp. 11 (589) .  
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According to commentators and Jacobi, Pata:njali was to have said that there 
were five vrtt'is, but in fact Pata:njali said that every vrtti is five-fold, i. e. 
that it had five forms. A correct analysis of nidra shall also contribute to the 
solution of this problem. 

The commentators consider nidrii as a real sleep. Vyasa explains it as 
follows : "Sa ea sarriprabodhe pratyavamarsiitpratyayavise$alJ,. Katham? 
Sukhamahamasvapsam. Prasanna1'(l, me mana'IJ, praffuirri me visiirad'ikaroti. 
Du'IJ,khamahainasviipsarri styiina'f!l, rne mano bhramatyanavasthitam. Gag,ha1J1, 
miig,ho 'hamasviipsam. Gurii'l'},i me giitrii1J,i. Kliinta1'(l, me cittam. Alasarri 
mu?itamiva ti?.thatiti. Sa khalvaya1'(l, prabuddhasya pratyavamarso na syiida
sati pratyayiiriubhave. TadiisrifiilJ, smrtayasca tadvi?ayii na syulJ,. Tasmat
pratyayavise$o nidrii. Sa ea samadhiivitarapratyayavanniro<t_havyeti I 10. -
And this nidra by profound meditation becomes upon awakening, a special 
kind of impulse. How is it that one can reflect : 'I have slept well, my mind 
is calm, it makes my understanding clear.' 'I have slept poorly, my mind 
is dull, it wanders unsfuadfast.' 'I have slept in a deep stupor, my limbs 
are heavy, my mind remains unrefreshed and languid and as if it were stolen 
from my grasp/ Indeed, a man who has just awoke could not have such 
meditation had there not been such experience nor would he have the memo
ries based upon it and related to it. For this reason the sleep is a particular 
kind of impulse. And in samiiilhi it must be suppressed as any other impulse." 

Vyiasa thus takes nidra for a sleep which is a particular kind of impulse. 
He thus identifies commotion with the impulse ( vrtti with pratyaya) .  Nidra 
according to him is active, because it is an experience which leaves an im
pression, which can be recalled after awaking. J. H. Woods2s correctly 
states that the sleep is a positive experience and not, as some V ed:antins, 
Udayana for instance, should teach, the absence of a commotion. 

The mentioned interpretation given by Vy.asa was not found satisfactory 
and gave rise to objections, which were registered by Vilicaspati. The first 
objection refers to the problem whether nidra-sleep is cittavrtti, i. e. whether 
it is a form of understanding. Also P. Deussen29 is surprised and says : "Es 
mag befremden, diesen unter den intellektuellen Funktionen aufgezahlt zu 
finden ; an den Traum (svapna) zu denken, sind wir wohl nicht berechtigt, 
da dieser in I 38 vom Schlafe deuilich unterschieden wird, und auch die I 10 
gegebene Definition der nidra als einer Funktion des Cittam, welche sich 
auf keine Vorstellung einer Realitat stlitzt, erlaubt nur, an die im Schlafe 
stattfindende Einstellung seiner Funktionen zu denken, welche hier als eine 
besondere, nur negative Funktion aufgestellt wird." 

But according to the commentators there is also the negative function of 
citta in the case of viparyay(l,-the indirect perception. According to the com
mentators, in the case of pramii'l'},a-the direct perception, the object is a real, 
positive, and existing fact (bhiitiirtha, sadvi?aya) ,  whereas in the case of 
viparyaya, as its contrary, it is an unreal and not existing fact, so that ac-

�8 a. a. 0., p. :29. 
20 a. a. 0. I 3, p, 556. 
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cording to Vacaspati such an understanding is worthless (I 8) .  According 
to this the citta should have a negative function also in the case of viparyaya, 
so that Deussen's explanation does not define correetly the meaning of the 
word nidrii. 

Neither does the identification of vrtti with pratyaya correspond with 
the basic text. Vyiasa makes the two expressions identical and refers to 
pratyayavannirodha, although, Patanjali ·speaks about cittavrttinirodha (I 2), 
and differentiates vrtti from pratyaya (I 10) .  But not even the statement 
by Vy,asa that nidra is a particular kind of .pratyaya, means anything because 
Pataiijali differentiates various kinds of pratyayas, such as virama-, bhava-, 
tulyapratyaya, etc. 

The objections against the explanations given by commentators were 
indisputably supported also by the fact, that Viacaspati does not mention a 
special state of nidrii as a sleep. In I 36 he mentions the following states : 
jagaritasthanam-Iocus of the waking state, svapnasthanani-locus of dream, 
SU$Uptisthanam-1ocus of deep sleep,. turiya--locus of the fourth state of the 
deep sleep. They are situated in the Lotos of the heart, which is also the 
locus of the mind-stuff (cittasthanam).  Vacaspati, however, does not mention 
the nidrlisthiinam-the locus of nid11a, sleep. 

V1acaspati defends himself against the objections by pointing out, that 
Pata:njali in his formulation explicitly mentions in the case of nidrii, that 
it is vrtti. But not even this can support the explanation by the comment
ators. Pataiijali enumerates in I 6 five forms of vrttis : prarnii?J,a, viparyaya, 
vikalpa, nidrii, smrti. Solely by this arrangement he did justice to this pro
blem. If he then refers in nidrii, that it is vrtti, then it is not possible to 
interpret this emphasis as a contradiction of a possible or expected objection. 
The meaning of this is quite different as we shall point out later on. 

Vacaspati was fully aware of the correctness of the objections against 
Vy,asa's explanation, and he therefore tries to complete the explanation. 
H. Jacobiso says nevertheless that V1acaspati'-s explanation is worthless because 
it is based on the developed theory of Saqikhya about gutJ,as. This condem
nation is not fully justified even though V1acaspati in his interpretation does 
not define correctly the Pataiijali's formulation of nidra, and even though 
his interpretation is full of contradictions. 

On the one hand he says that nidra is vrtti, and at the end he says that 
pratyayiinubhava-the experience of the impulse means the experience of a 
cause of the negation of the commotion in waking or in dream. He then 
n1entions another objection, why the sleep is not to be considered merely as 
an absence of vrttis in general, as is the case in kaivalya- independence on 
objects. In waking vrtti other vrttis manifest themselves besides nidrii and 
must be all suppressed because they are the enemies of samadhi. The sleep, ' 
however, is ekiigrya-vrtti--a concentrated commotion which is one-pointed 
and it is not the enemy of the samadhi. Vacaspati replies to this, that nidrii 

ao Uber das urspriingliche Yogasystem I, 1929, p. 14 (592). 
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has the uutia quality of tamas, which covers the sattva-substance of thinking. 

If the tamas is in company with sattva we have the feeling of a good sleep, 
on awaking. In the company of rajas there is the feeling of a bad sleep and 
if the tamas preponderates over both, there is the feeling of an unquiet, dull 
sleep. Nevertheless he says in I 38 that in this sutra the nidra is to be under
stood as having the ·quality of satt11a, and that it corresponds with Brahma's 
state of deep sleep ( suptiivasthii) . 

Vacaspati completes abhiivapratyaya as jiigrat-svapna-vrtti-abhiiva
kararia, i. e. the impulse of the negation means the cause of the negation of 
the waking and of dreaming commotions. 30a 

In this way the subject is in a deep sleep and inwardly conscious. 

H;owever, also this interpretation is in conflict with the formulations of 
Pataiijali. The subject really knows the vrttis, is aware of them, and surveys 
the impulses. According to the interpretation of the commentators the sub
ject is aware of and recognizes the commotion and examines the impulses in 
nidrii as sleep only after awakening. According to Pataiijali, nidra is a part 
of the waking state and it is not a deep 'Sleep. 

It seems, that the commentators owe us the correct interpretation of nidrii, 
and for this reason their interpretation has been rightly attacked and the 
objections were justified. But in spite of that the commentators preserved 
threads in their interpretation, which lead to a correct comprehension of 
Pataiijalis formulation of nidra. In the first place they emphasize, that nidra 
is an active vrtti, the contents of which are the emotions ; further, that nidr-ii 
is the negation of other vrttis, i. e. that it is a form sui generis ; that it is 
similar to samiidhi or ekagravrtti or kaivalya ; further that it leaves an im
pression in the memory fund-smrti, as any other form ; further in that they 
do not mention any special locus of nidra ; that they identify pratyaya with 
karar;,a ; and in saying that it is son1e kind of a subconscious process. 

I have already deduced from Pataiijali that the subject is aware of the 
commotion and that he understands it, and that he surveys the in1pulse, i. e. 
that nidr,a must belong to a conscious, wakeful state and that it is not a deep 
sleep. This is proved by the classification of nidra among the means of at
taining an undisturbed calm of the mind-stuff ( cittapraslidana I 33-40) .  The 
consciousness isi distracted e. g. by disease, caused by a disorder in secretion, 
in sense-organs, by various corporeal and mental troubles, by nervousness, by 
bad respiration etc., which Pataiijali calls the obstacles and distractions of 
the mind-stuff (antaraya, cittavik$epa I 30, 31) .  In order to check them he 
recommends various methods including nidriisvapnafiianar-the knowledge 
or experience with nidrii and dreams. This method is equivalent to dhy.ana 
-the narrowing of impulses (I  39, II 2) .  All these methods are marked by 

3oa Vacaspati defines viriima - cessation as vrttinamabhavab, (to I,. 18). According 
to · this the asa'J?'l,prajnata nirodha would be gained only by control of nid:ra which is 
jagratsvapnavrttiniimabhavab, (to I 10). But even this result shows us the commentators' 
incorrect explanation of nidra because it contradicts the basic text. 
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practice-abhyasa and manifested by constant exertion to achieve permanence 
of  calm, in which there is no place for cittavrttis.31 

Nidra and svapna-dream are therefore active states of cons.ciousness. 
Svapna is classified by the commentators to smrti-a form of memory. Ac
cording to Upani{$ads32 the subject in dream creates vehicles, roads, rivers, 
1akes, joy and grief, he creates just as the Lord various persons independently 
of the exterior reality. · A feature of svapna is the inhibition of exterior 
reality and an active creation from the interior reality. 

Nidrii is thus necessarily the restriction of impulses from the inhibited 
exterior reality because it has common features with dhyiina and svapna. The 
activity of nidra manifests itself in that the impulse gives rise to vrtti. 
AbhJivapratyaya is thus an impulse from the negation of the exterior reality, 
i. e. from objective negation. This impulse is a support for evoking com
n1otion. 

Abhciva-negation is thus not related to the vrttis of wakeful or dreaming 
states (jiigarita-svapna), but to the negation of the object. This can be also 
derived from Pataiijali's formulation of the five forms of vrttis, built into 
the following scheme : 

prama';:W, . ( vastu) pratyak?a the object is before particular, 
the eyes . . . . . . . individual signs 

viparyaya . rxtadrupa . . the object is indirectly generis, 

vikalpa 
nidra 
smrti . .  

perceived . . . . common signs 
vastusunya . . . . objective vacuum . . . abstract signs 
( vastu)abhiiva . . . objective negation . . negative signs 
(vastu)anu bhuta . objective experience . subjective 

(telic) signs. 

If the formulation of nidrii should make sense, it is necessary to determine 
the contents of the objective negation (abhiiva) from which the impulses 
arise and the contents of the vrtti created by this impulse. 

The commentators ref er to the content of commotion by stating that it 
contains sensation-sukha, du'f.ikha, styiina which, according to Vacaspati, cor
responds to gury,as : sattva, rajas, tamas. By so doing the commentators 
suggest further direction for the determining of vrtti in nidnii. 

Vy,asa says to I 11 that all the vrttis have as their being pleasure, pain, 
and infatuation ( sarviiscaitii vrttaya'f.i sukhadu'f.ikhamohiitmikii'f.i) . He says 
further that these features are explained under kle§as such as raga-desire 
which dwells upon pleasure, dv�a--aversion which dwells upon pain and 
moha as avidyii, the undistinguishing klesa. This shows that Vy,asa in fact 
.adjudges to nidra. only the klesavrtti, i. e. emotional commotion or that the 
content of vrtti in nidrii is made of klesa ( raga, dve?a, avidya) .  This con
sequence does not contradict in any way the original text. Pataiijali says 

31 avrttilro-citta, Vyiisa to I 18, 40. 
� E. g. Brhadiirai:iyaka - Up. 4, 3, 9 etc. 
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:about lclesas in II 11 :  dhyiinahey,iistadvrttayah-the commotions of these 
. . . 

( klesas) should be escaped by means of restricting or narrowing the impulses. 
This was the reason why Patanjali could classify nidra as an equivalent 

:method with dhyiina in I 38. 
Besides in the case of cittavrtti he says I 5 :  "vrttaya}J, pancatayyal;, 

.lcli?fakli?falJ,-every commotion is five-fold either with or without manifested 
klesas." In the cittavrtti both the objective aspect of the content, and the 
lclesa-emotional aspect are manifested. In the case of nidrii there is only the 
objective negation, so that it manifests only lclesavrtti. 

If we further follow the thread in the interpretation of the commentators, 
we also find connection in determining the impulse of negation-abhiiva
pratyaya. 

Abhiiva in the Indian conception does not n1ean nonexistence. Vy,asa 
:says to II 5, that avidya just a:s amitra is to be conceived as a really existing 
,object ( vastusatattvam) and continues: "Yathii niimitro mitrabhavo na 
mitramatra?p, ki?p, tu tadviruddhal;, sapatnal;, . . .  Evamavidya na pramatt,a?p, 
-na pramar;iibhaval}, kirri tu vidyaviparita?p, jibanantaramavidyeti - Just as 
a foe is not a negative friend and not something amounting to a friend, but 
the opposite of this, a rival . . .  Precisely so avidya is not a direct perception 
nor the negation of direct perception, but the reverse of know ledge, an un
diff erentiating knowledge." Analogically abhava is not the negation of the 
,existence nor is it that which does not relate to existence but it is another 
1tind, an opposite form of objective existence which really exists. 

What is really the meaning of abhavapratyaya--the negative impulse in 
a positive sense, i. e. what kind of impulse do we mean here? 

For illustration I shall mention here several examples from the comment
aries to Y oga-siitras, in which one can differentiate between several kinds 
of impul'ses.33 We shall also get acquainted with other special kinds of im
pulses in later chapters. 

In the first place it is necessary to qifferentiate between a d i r e c t and 
an i n d i r e c t  impulse as for instance between that of a real moon and of 
its reflection in water, or of a face and of the reflection of the face in water, 
mirror, etc. (Viacaspati to III 17, 35) . The moon and the face give direct 
impulses and their reflections indirect ones if we look into a mirror or water. 
This is the essential difference between pramatia and viparyaya. 

Further it is necessary to eliminate a n o n  - e x i s t i n g  impulse from an 
·existing thing as mentioned by V:acaspati in II 22, III 4 7 : "For because 
eolour is not seen by the blind man, it does not become non-existent ( na hi 
abhiivapr,cipta?p, bhavati) ,  since it is seen by the man who has eyes." This 
abhava does not correspond to Patanjali's formulation of nidrii. 
' It is then necessary to pay attention also to t w o  impulses which o v e r
, a p each other as is the case of an actor who takes the role of Rama (I 24), 
_or of two impulses from various sources: IV 16 : "The taste and the sensoric 

33 The examples a1·e mentioned in the translation by J_ H. Woods. 
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power and the digestion and so on is not the same whether one makes use of 
an actual sweetmeat or of a sweetmeat of hope", or for instance "The 
Brahman-boy cannot cook with fire that he imagines to be present (I 32), 
but he can cook with fire which is present (II 28) ." 

Very interesting are examples illustrating n e g a t i v e, u n c o n d i t i o n
e d impulses which according to Indian philosophy come from past lives. 
These sometimes do not appear in life as was mentioned for instance by 
V:acaspati to IV, 9 : "The sa'f!1,Skiiras become not manifested in the case of 
a man, who immediately after his death passes into an existence as a cat. 
With him the particular sarµ,skaras which correspond to its fruition would 
become manifest (as a cat) , one would not expect a manifestation of human 
Sar[l,Skaras." 

In the case of a child who has not yet had an experience the impulses from 
past lives become apparent, i. e. unconditioned impulses, for instance to II 9 :  
"For even a child born trembles at the sight of a murderous thing, - because 
the child has an experience of a previous birth." In the same way in the case 
of sarfl,Skfira and karma weakness manifests itself, because there is an op
portunity for their fruition at some other time (II 13). Pata:njali in II 22 
thus differentiates advancing and not advancing karma. To II 15 V1acaspati 
says : "From laughter and other acts we must infer joy or grief in previous 
life to be the causes of the acts of the child." 

The e f f e c t i v e n e s s  o f  a n e g a t i v e  i m p u l s e  is demonstrated 
by further examples given by V1acaspati. Thus to II 15 a positive impulse is 
connected with a negative impulse of poison : "The ancient sages do not heed 
to anything at the first impression. There is of course, merely at the first 
impression, an experience which any one can feel of pleasure which follows 
even after eating food mixed with 'Sweet poison; but after a lapse of time 
there is no pleasure." 

Another exan1ple of the effectiveness and u1·gency of a negative impulse 
is mentioned in II 28:  "MrkaJ:}·QU, whose central-organ had become con
centrated, heard the fifth note ripening upon the lute, and lifted up 'his eyes 
and behold the heavenly-nymph Umloca, in the perfection of beauty and 
loveliness, so that he lapsed from concentration, and his central organ became 
attached to her." A negative impulse can thus cancel even the state of 
samiidhi. 

The effectiveness of a p r e  p a r e d  negative impulse is mentioned by 
Viacaspati in I 24 : "Chaitra contemplates : 'Tomorrow I must get up just 
at day-break.' And then after having slept gets up at the very time because 
of the subliminal-impression resulting from his contemplation." 

Vacaspati mentions in III 13, how a negative impulse is concealed in a 
thing as for instance curds in milk. Curds, although existent in the milk, 
do not exert its own functional activity. 

Kialidasa in_ .sakuntalia gave a proof about the effectiveness of a negative 
impulse. .sakunta1a in deep meditation forgot to honour a beggar, did not 
hear his damnation, but this negative impulse nevertheless came true. 
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Similar negative impulses can thus introduce nidra as they signalize a 
certain knowledge of things, which appears only as fluctuation either plea
sant or unpleasant or indifferent. The fleeing of animals before an approach
ing destruction (monsoon) , a daily experience with people and animals which 
give an indefinitive impression of syn1pathy or antipathy, courage or fear 
or apprehension etc. unclear · conditions which often cause even somatic pain 
-all these can serve as a basis for the determination of nidrii as a special 
signalizing form about exterior things. 

A specially suitable example can be found in IV 15: "For in the case of 
a single woman, who is an impulse to several persons, enamoured or ill-dis
posed or infatuated or detached, we see a reciprocal connexion so that one 
thinks : 'She who is seen by you is seen by me also.' Consequently while the 
physical thing remains the same, the persons have different thoughts. In the 
loven, a thought of pleasure with reference to the woman loved ; in rival 
mistresses, a thought of pain ; but in Chaitra who has not obtained her, a 
thought of infatuation, a depression." 

It can be seen from this example that an impulse from a certain object 
gives rise to the same content of, commotion as in nidrii, i. e. sukha, du}J,kha, 
1noha (styiina).  In this case Vacaspati raises a serious objection : "How can 
one and the same object be the cause of mental acts differing according to 
the difference in pleasure and other experiences? For from a cause which 
is not different in its distinguishing characteristics there should be no differ
ence in effect." 

This objection is refuted by Viacaspati from the point of view of Sa.rp.khya 
that the same external thing which is a mutation of the three aspects (gur,,as) 
has three forms (i. e. sattva, rajas, tamas) .  "The objector says : 'Even if it 
be so, then all without distinction would have a mental act of pleasure and of 
pain and infatuation.' In reply to this (Vyiasa) says, that the mind-stuffs 
of men are dependent upon right living, or wrong living or avidyii or complete 
insight (vrajnii).  The thing becomes the cause of presented-ideas or impulses 
(pratyaya), as they rise corresponding (in quality) to the ( determining) con
dition.".34 

Fron1 this example it is possible to deduce quite clearly a correct way to 
the explanation of nidra. In the first place we must be aware that the same 
thing can arouse various emotions, not only in various people but also in the 
same man. This depends on the conditions or on the mood of the person. The 
stimulation of a certain commotion, however, depends on various dispositions, 
aspects, and basic factors, contained in the thing which emit impulses causing 
commotions corresponding to these aspects. 

Pataiijali imagines that every object has five forms, but only one form 
corresponds to the three gu1J,as. It is anvaya--inherence, connection, asso-

3,4 Correspondingly also Bhoja to IV 15. See further.. 
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ciation. To this, in the <!ase of an object, corresponds sif;a.35--quality, dis
position, inclination, which according to Pata:iijali has three forms : prakasa 
-light, brightness, manifestation ;  kriya--movement, activity ; sthiti-inertia.,. 
the state of being fixed or stationary. Every thing is thus either in full ex
pression, or in activity, or it is inert, rigid.36 

Commentators to II 18 say that sattva has a disposition to brightness,. 
rajas to activity, tamas to inertia. In the case of Pata:iijali we must, how
ever, understand anvaya - inherence as a connection of all objects, of the 
whole reality. It is a q u a 1 i t a t  i v e form of reality which negates an 
individual object and brings it in connection with the whole reality. 

The attempt of the commentators to explain nidra from the point of 
view of Sarpkhya conceals the threads to the original interpretation of the 
basic text. The scheme of reality according to Pata:iijali looks as follows : 

drsya bhilta indriya vrtti 
object things ·senses commotion 

1. vise§a sthuki graha1J,a pramii'Y},a 
2. avise?a svarilpa svarilpa viparya11a 
3. linga-

alinga suk?ma asmita vikalpa 
4. sila anvay_a anvaya nidra 

5. artha arthavattva arthavattva smrti 

properties knowledge relation to 
the object 

particular direct vastu 
generic mixed atadrupa 

abstract verbal vastusilnya 
qualitative negative (vastu) 

abhava 
subjective telic (vastu) 

anubhilta 

Anvaya gives three grades of quality along which the whole reality 
develops from its inertia to its full expression. These dispositions are inherent 
in every object, in the whole reality, and the man becomes aware of these 

3� II 18: sila from silati - to reflect profoundly and abstractedly, connect.ed with 
ii - sleep, repose. 

ail Patanjali calls the second section of yoga hriyayoga, the yoga of a<:tivity, the 
operative yoga. Its aim is to achieve brightness, full expression either in the acquiring 
of knowledge of the things as they are or in the achieving of perf ectiona. Everything 
in U! is veiled by a barrier of unacquired knowledge, it is therefore necessary to achieve 
a full brightness of perfectness by activity, �Y the development 9f abilities. 
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inherent qualities only in the form of emotions, a vrtti which is supported 
by an impulse negating the object. 

A6hava means a new reality in which the qualitative grades are inherent .. 
This reality signalizes only the klesa-fund. 

Suming up the results we can state the following:. 
1. The commentators did not understand the formulation of nidra because 

their conclusions are elaborated from a different aspect (Srop.khya) .  They 
consider the individual form of a vrtti to be an independent vrtti and nidra 
to be a sleep. By ·so doing they miss the prerequisite for a correct inter
pretation of nidra and become exposed to justified objections. 

2. They have nevertheless maintained the original interpretation under 
the layer of later philosophy. 

3. It can be derived from this, that already the first commentator Vr,asa 
was · farther away from the basic text than one would presume or that 
Patanjali was the mentioned grammarian from the II century B. C. 

4. Nidra is a form of commotion in which we are aware only of a pure 
vrtti, an emotional vrtti, which is stimulated by an impulse negating or 
inhibiting the object. This objective negation corresponds to the qualitative 
sphere of reality. 

5. The commentators, however, in their interpretation of sleep gave 
an :explanation which is in · accord even with modern ideas supported by 
�periments.. · 1 In the same way also Patanjali gave serious proofs in his 
formulation which we can explain to-day and verify them experimentally 
by physiological results. 

I consider it therefore suitable to mention these results and to compare 
then1 with Patanjali's formulation. The·se are in the first place the ex
periments made by I. P. Pavlov with regard to sleep. I shall give the total 
results which I shall be able to use advantageously for the explanation of 
:further impulses - pratyayas. 

This research confirms in the first place the interpretation of the com
mentators on sleep, namely that the sleep is a positive experience, that it is 
based on a temporary negation of commotion, and that its essence is ta1nas -
inhibition. In addition we shall hear also about the contents of Patanjali' s 

abhiivapratyayaJ37 

According to Pavlov the nervous activity is composed of two processes : 
stimulatory and inhibitory of varying intensity and length. "It is the balance 
between these processes", wrote Pavlov,ss "and its fluctuations within normal 
limits as well as beyond them which determine all our behaviour both in 

37 I have used the :following books: I. P. Pavlov: Izbrannyje proizvedenija, red. 
Ch. S. Kochtojanc, Moskva 1949. E. A. Asrafan : I. P. Pavlov, his life and work, Moscow 
1953. E. A. Asrat'an: Ucenije a.k.ad. I. P. Pavlova o vyssej nervnoj dejaternosti, Moskva 
1949. K. M. Bykov: Rof golovnogo mozga v dejatefnosti vnutrennich organov, Moskva 19.49. 
I. M. Secenov : Refleksy golovnogo mozga, 1947-.. V. ced.ik : Psychiatry and Psychology, 
Prague 1953. J. Linhart: The Teaching of I. P. Pavlov and Psychology, Prague 1951� 
1. P. Pavlov: Selected Works, parts I, II, III, in four volumes, Prague 1956 (Czech edition) : 

as Twenty Yea:re of Objective Study, p. 11. 
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health and disease." Both the stimulatory and inhibitory processess9 are 
dynamic processes, either radiating or restricted within certain limits, con
centrating. The basic feature of these two processes is that on the one hand 
they have, at their origin, the tendency to spread and to occupy an excessively 
large area, and on the other hand they are again restricted to certain areas 
and kept there. When the inhibition has spread we come across a situation 
which is manifested by drowsiness and sleep. 

The sleep does not come suddenly but spreads out gradually. The role 
of inhibition is in the defence of the weakened and partially exhausted 
nerve cells, is as a safeguard. Inhibition provides them with that which 
they need most of all rest, complete repose. But this is rest of a s p e c i a 1 
kind. It is not complete i n a c t i v i t y nor a suspension of the vital pro� 
cesses ( nutrition, respiration, etc. ) .  Inhibition apparently does not even 
slow down these processes to any extent. We may suppose that, essentially, 
inhibition blocks the cells, interrupts their connection with the other centres 
and organs and directs the function of the cells primarily as if along 
a different path, to the elimination of their fatigue and other undesirable 
changes caused by lengthy and intensive ·works. It thus follows from Pavlov's 
theory that normal, periodic sleep is nothing else but just such a guarding 
or protecting i n h i b i t i o n of the p r e d o m i n a n t m a s s of the 
cerebral nerve cells. 

Pavlov wrote :4o "Sleep is an inhibition which has spread over a great 
region of the cerebrum, over the entire hemispheres and even lower down 
to the mid brain'". So the more or less equal fatigue of most of the brain 
cells creates a favourable condition for an inhibition arising at any one of 
the cerebral centres to quickly spread over the entire brain. "Certain cortical 
cells reacting to the given external agent, which for long has been in action 
and exhausting themselves, pass over into a state of inhibition, and, in the 
:absence of any oppo$ition by the other active centres of the cortex, the 
i n h i b i t o r y  p r o c e s s  s p r e a d s  o u t  and produces sleep".41 

In the light of Pavlov's theory there have found also solution the sleep
producing factors, the causes of sleep as exhaustion, the poisonous products 
of the vital activity of cells, the excitation of specific nerve centres, the 
cessation of impulses, and also a silence, darkness, 1nonotonous sound, quiet 
lying in bed etc. Some of these factors limit the external influences on the 
brain, whereas others act as conditioned stimuli causing sleep and developed 
by the condition of the individual's life. 

There can be particular conditions of cerebral function when a super
ficial or sufficiently deep inhibition does not embrace the whole cortex, but 
only one or a number of its parts, causing sleep only in these parts. This 
peculiar partial sleep is just the physiological basis of hypnosis. 

According . to .Pavlov inhibition and sleep is one and the same thing. 

89 Problema sna, 1935. Ed. 1940. 
40 Twenty Years, p. 385. 
41 Lectures on the Work of the Cerebral Hemispheres, p. 226. 
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Sleep is the opposite of wakefulness, which is marked by full and clear 
consciousness, whereas in a deep sleep the cerebral cells are immune towards 
the majority of impulses. Wakefulness, however, does not usually convert 
into sleep suddenly, but only gradually by the intensification of the inhibition. 
These grades, Pavlov's transitional p h a s  e s of sleep, are practically four: 

1. The levelling phase, which alters the law on the force of the impulse 
and the force of the effect in the sense that both strong and weak impulses 
yield the -same effect. It is the state of drowsiness in which the man becomes 
indifferent to his surroundings, when everything becomes blended and 
confused. 

2. The paradoxical phase, when weak impulses yield even stronger effect 
than strong impulses. It is the state of slumber and half-sleep. 

3. The ultra.paradoxical phase, when positive waking impulses remain 
without effect but the existing negative impulses i. e. inhibitory impulses 
are effective. It is the state of light sleep. The inhibition penetrated into 
the hemispheres, the sleep commenced but, nevertheless, there are individual 
wakeful points which Pavlov calls sentinels or the points on duty. These 
points appear for example in a miller. When the mill stops the miller 
immediately wakes up ; or, for example, noisy sounds will not wake the 
mother but the slightest uneasiness of the child will. If the conditions for 
the stimulation of a certain point occur it will not prevent the point to 
exercise his activity and to stimulate the process. 

4. Finally a total inhibition, a deep sleep arrives. 
A dream is an expression of the paradoxical phase when the images 

exert a stronger influence on the mental activity than the reality itself. The 
man (drea,ms that he is flying although his senses during a light sleep 
signalize that he is lying quietly in bed. 

All the mentioned features of a sleep can occur also 1 daring a wakeful 
state, i. e. it is not necessary for their occurrence that the eyes are closed, 
that the body is in a quiet position, because the inhibition can concern only 
certain ,parts of the cerebral cortex whereas other parts are absolutely 
wakeful: There are cases of sleep in walking and in riding on horseback. 
The inhibition is restricted to cerebral hemispheres and has not penetrated 
to lower centres. Further we know a sleep with partial wakefulness owing 
to certain impulses though weakened. 42 

What is the course of the signalizing system during initial inhibition 
and its development? Pavlov says, that our highest sphere, the sphere 
of verbal , activity (i. e. the second signalizing system of reality) at the 
beginning of a sleep or weariness is inhibited first. The weariness evokes 
inhibition and this sphere passes to an inactive state. But further behind 
this verb�l sphere of cerebral hemispheres there is the sphere which is 
common to us with animals, that which Pavlov calls the first signalizing 

42 I. P. Pavlov: The Real Physiology of the Brain, ,,Pfiroda" Magazine 1917, JJ'!! 1. 
l5 � Archiv orientalni c. 2 
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system, i. e. the perception of impressions originating from all stimulations 
by which we are affected. 

When we are awake, the verbal sphere inhibits the first signalizing 
·systen1. When the sleep begins, then the sphere lying under it and having 
an immediate relation to impressions is felt much more strongly and appears 
in the form of individual dreams. .When this pressure ceases to exert 
influence there is a certain relaxation so that the sleep spreads as inhibition 
to spheres large or small. 

Ianmediately at thi& .opportunity I wish to draw the attention that 
Pataiijali classifies nidrii after vikalpa that is after the second signalizing 
system of Pavlov and that he does not identify it with a dream. The dream 
is classified by the commentators to smrti - memory. In the sense of 
Pavlov's interpretation abhiivapratyaya would mean the image of unreality, 
the images which occur in a dream. This interpretation, however, could not 
relate to Pataiijali's formulation. In nidra Pataiijali mentions the impulse 
of negation . which means that in nidra there is a . special impulse and not 
an image of unreality. 

In this direction the correct road is shown by further experiments of 
the physiologists. I. K. Sechenov, wrote in his book "Cerebral reflexes" 
about obscure feelings which originate in the internal organs : "In an excenent 
satire by Voltaire an inhabitant of Saturn asks a traveller from the Sirius : 
"How many senses have you?" "Seventy-two, but we regret every now and 
then that we have so few." It has been found out that besides the special 
senses there are many other "obscure senses". Also these senses exert an 
influence upon us and their impulses anrive in the cerebral cortex. I-laving 
been exposed by Pavlov's teaching they cease to be mysterious and it is 
possible to consider them as impulses originating in sense organs, but these 
are special organs. It is a matter of a new kind of reflexes the so called 
interoreceptive conditional reflexes and a number of histologists (Lavrentjev, 
Ivanov, Pines, Baron and others) ascertained that in all the internal organs 
there are small special organs which according to their opinion represent 
sensitive organisms. 

Experiments have shown that the cerebral cortex is entered not only 
by signale from the outside world, but also by signals from the "internal 
economies" of the organism which are signalized by means of the intero
receptors. We are aware of impulses which come from the outer world but 
we are usually not aware of impulses that come from the "internal world", 
from the interoreceptors ; this is beyond the threshold of consciousness, 
a subconscious process. The experiments have shown that if interoreceptory
conditional reflexes were trained in a dog then in the first period, when 
this process is developing, the dog seems as if he were looking for this impulse 
from o u t s i d e. 

What affects the internal organs? The experiments have shown that 
the interoreceptors do not merely emit reflexes for breathing and blood 
circulation, i. e. that the signals do not merely affect the vegetative aspect 
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of life (respiration, digestion, blood circulation) but that they interfere 
also with the control of the skeletal muscles, i. e. with the animal aspect 
of life. 

These experiments verify the activity of the cerebral cortex from the 
aspect of the internal life of the animal and also of its subconscious sphere. 
The iinpulses streaming from the depths of the organism unite with the 
cerebral cortex and influence the origin and the course of the conscious acts 
of the will. These impulses nevertheless do not achieve in normal state the 
threshold values of consciousness and are "preserved" in the cerebral cortex 
for some time in the subliminal intensity, in a latent form, and remain 
concealed on analysing the consciousness. 43 

If we want to make use of this physiological research we must/avoid 
in the first place to impute into the interpretation of nidrii the re�ults of 
these experiments. On the other hand we must take these experiments into 
consideration because they yield a safe explanation verified by experiments 
of a sleep, slumber, and dream, so that we can reliably ascertain what 
Patanjali wanted to say by his formulation of nidr.a. 

In the first place we shall exclude the explanation of a dream as it is 
not the Dbject of siitra about nidrii, as was correctly pointed out by P. Deussen, 
and also the commentators classify the dream - svapna to another form 
of vrttis, i. e. to s1nrti and not to nidra. 

It can be seen from the experiments that nidra need not mean a sleep 
and that in the best case it resembles a slumber or one of the phases preced
ing sleep. In contrast to this the commentators clearly consider nidrii as 
sleep, which is in contrast to wakefulness and dream, i. e. they classify nidrii 
into the ultraparadoxical phase of sleep because the dream is classified into 
the paradoxical phase. 

On the other hand it is significant that all the features of sleep can 
appear also in wakeful state because the inhibition can concern only certain 
areas and other areas are wakeful so that just these areas could be the 
object of nidrii. 

Pavlov attributes to this sphere negative impulses, inhibitory impulses, 
as they appear for instance in miller or m:other, or as can be supplemented 
from interoreceptors concerning the vegetative and animal aspects of life. 
These impulses of interoreceptors are suggested by the characteristics of 
the commentators in their description of the impressions after waking. 
These impulses are under the threshold of consciousness, in subliminal 
intensity, in a latent form and are concealed from consciousness. All this 
characteristics exhaust the meaning of the expression abhiivapratyaya as 
a negative impulse in a latent form, of subliminal intensity. 

The evidence that such impulses exist is also given by the commentators. 
Viacaspati even mentions how it is possible to bring about such a negative 

� K. M. Bykov: Rol' kory golovnogo mozga, 1949. 
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impulse if before going to sleep we consciously give an order for waking 
at a certain time. 

According to Patanjali nidra is a reaction on one form of every thing, 
i. e. anvaya or another signalizing form. 

Is it possible to ascertain that a man reacts to a thing not only by per
ception, verbally, but also by emotion which is either pleasant, unpleasant, 
or indifferent? 

I. M. Sechenov44 says on this subject : "Every one knows that one and 
the same external impulse which affects equally sensitive nerves once causes 
a pleasant feeling to a man and other times not. If for instance I am hungry, 
the scent of a dish is agreeable to me, if I a1n full, it is indifferent, and if 
I am overfed it is almost repulsive. Another example : A man lives in a room 
which is badly illuminated; if he enters a room which is better lighted he 
feels pleasant. He returns home and the reflex has taken on a quite different 
form. It will, however, suffice, that this man should sit for a while in a cellar, 
and then he will enter his �oom with a happy faae. Similarly as regards 
sensations wp.ich evoke either positive or negative experience in all the 
sensory spheres." 

Sechenov explains this pheno1nenon in the way that the nature of the 
perception changes in its essence with a change of the physiological state 
of the nervous centre. 

According to Indian opinion the reaction to an exterior object depends 
on right living or wrong living or undifferenciating klesa or complete 
insight. The commentators interpret the different reactions from the point 
of view of the Samkhya ( to IV 15). Bhoja was particularly aware also 
of the philosophical importance of the fact that the same object does not 
evoke the same reactions in various persons. He says : "The cause (kara1J,a) 
being different, if the effect (kiirya) is not different, the universe ( jagat) 
created by many causes may be of one and the same form ( ekarupa). Or 
in consequence of its not following the difference of causes it would be 
independent and causeless." 

Further he explains wherein lie the various reactions to the same source 
and asks : "And if it is so (it may be asked) why does the same object which 
consists of three qualities (trigu1J,a) not produce cognitions full of pleasure, 
pain, and indifference ( sukha dulJ,kha mohamayiini jiu'inani) in one per
cipient?" He then explains the difference in reactions as follows : "For as 
the objects consist of three qualities the mind ( citta) likewise consists of 
three qualities (trigu1J,a), and the merits, demerits, etc. are its (sc. citta) 
accessories ( dharma-adharma-adayaly, sahakari1J,alJ,) in the production of an 
object (in different shapes), from the manifestation of these (merits etc.) 
manifestation of mind in such and such form. Thus when the woman is 
in the presence of an amorous person, his mind, auxilliary to which is merit 
(dharmasahakrta1'(l, cittam),  undergoing modification (parifl,iima) through 

44 I. M. Sechenov: Refleksy golovnogo mozga, 1947, ,§ 6. 
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the predominance of purity (sattva), becomes full of pleasure (sukhamayam). 
The n1ental state of the rival alone likewise through the predominance of 
passion (rajas) subsidiary ,to which are wealth and merit, becomes full 
of pain ( du"J:ikham). The mental state of the irate rival through the pre
dominance of darkness (tamas), accessory to which is violent demerit, 
becomes full of dullness (mohamayam). Therefore the sensible object is 
different from the sensation ( vijiuina-artha) ,  therefore there is thus no 
identity between the sensation and its object. There is no relation of cause 
and effects, inasmuch as there is a contradiction." 

Pataiijali expresses very briefly that while the thing remains the same, 
the mind is (reacts) different, therefore the two are upon distinct levels 
(IV 15). 

This formulation by Pataiijali admitts two interpretations namely that 
either the mind of various people reacts differently to the same object or 
that the same mind reacts differently. From the context of further siitras 
follows that Patanjali refers by his formulation to the second interpretation. 
The experiments described by Sechenov also confirm that the same man 
reacts differently to the same thing. 

I wish to draw the attention to the experiments with interoreceptors and 
with internal sensitive organs especially the experiment with the dog who 
looks for the impulse in the outside. Also I. P. Pavlov45 maintains, that 
during an inhibition of a wakeful state to drowsiness, and with the approach 
of a light sleep (which correspond to the state of waking up from the sleep 
or the state of falling asleep) a chaotic nature is reached which does n o t 
respect the r e a I i t y either totally or in part and is subordinated mainly 
to e m o t i o n  a 1 influences of the subcortex. This is in accordance with 
Pataiijali's formulation that in nidra we are only aware of the commotion 
expressed in the form of pleasure, pain, infatuation. This emotional state 
which disregards the reality is caused by the negative impulse. 

According · to I. P. Pavlov46 the sleep develops in two ways : by the 
spreading of the inhibition from the cortex, and by restricting the impulses 
which arrive to the highest section of the brain both from the outer and 
the inner organisms. 

Pataiijali's formulation admits the interpretation that in outer objects 
and in sense organs there are signals, one form of which is the anvaya -
inherence which signalizes nidra. Nidra is thus a signalizing form sui 
generis with a negative impulse. 

Also V:acaspati's interpretation that in nidra there is transient negation 
of the fluctuation of the waking and of dreams can be seen in a different 
light. Pavlov's experiments showed that the second signalizing, verbal forn1, 
inhibits the first system and that in sleep also in1ages which form the basis 
of dreams are inhibited. From this follows that abhiiva can not ref er to 

•� I. P. Pavlov : Experiment on Physiological Understanding of the Symptomatology 
of Hysteria, 1932. 

46 I. P. Pavlov : Conditional Reflex, '1934, Large Medical Encyclopedia. 
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negation of the preceding form of vrttis because this negation or inhibition 
is manifested in each signalizing form by the fact that a new form inhibits 
the ,preceding one. The impulse of negation comes from the outside, i. e. 
it .is a negation of the object, i. e. negative impulses, concealed, latent, 
obscure, but inherent in the object, are absorbed from the object. 

It is thus possible to translate siitra I 10 : 
The inhibitory form of fluctuation or commotion is the awareness only 

of fluctuation as pleasure, ,pain, infatuation, supported by the negative 
impulse (i. e. impulse objectively negative and inherent in things) .  Or in 
other words nidra is fluctuation supported by the negative impulse. 

Pratyaya thus has the nature of an external cause with an impelling 
force. Impulse is thus a very suitably selected expression expressing the 
basic meaning of that which goes towards or in direction to someone or 
.something. 

The inhibition feature in nidr.a can be derived also from the classification 
of nidra and svapna among the means of reaching the stable state of un
disturbed calm of citta (cittaprasiidana I 33-39).47 The opposite of this 
is distraction of the citta ( cittavik?epa) with accompaniments. Among these 
distractions belong e. g. �ickness, listlessness as lack of effort due to heaviness 
of body or of mind, unsteadiness of the body, which makes it tremble, un
regulating breathing etc. From the liberal enumeration of methods leading 
to the achievement of pacification it is necessary to consider nidra and 
svapna in the sense of the formulation in I 10. 'The essence of nid1'a and 
svapna is a more ::;pacious inhibition of cerebral hemispheres or, in Patanjali's 
formulation, the consciousness in nidrii is only a fluctuation in which the 
form of pramaria, viparyaya, vikalpa, is inhibited, and in svapna also the 
form of nidrii. 

It is especially interesting, however, that Patanjali brings nidrii and 
svapna in connection with the elimination of distraction of citta. We are 
right to suppose that the effects of nidra and svapna have been ascertained 
by long experience, i. e. the effects of inhibition on the improvement of 
the state of health. To-day the therapy by inhibition is one of the very 
effective therapic means. It has been ascertained, that inhibition leads to 
the improvement of the state of people nervously ill. The inhibition restricts 
or excludes the activity of the ill brain. 

Patanjali pointed out this inhibition as a therapic means. This is a proof 
of very remarkable experiences and a close connection of Yoga with the 
medicinman. 

47 :Maitri Up. VI, 25; ,,nidrevantarhitendriya&, suddhitamaya dhiya svapna iva yati 
pasyatindriya bile �vivasa�i . . . vigata nidram . . . He who has his senses indrawn as in 
sleep, who has his thoughts perfectly pure as in dream . . .  who, while in the cavern of 
the sense, is not under their control, perceives him . . .  the sleepless." This confirms the 
objectively negative sphere in nidra. 
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2. AsOfffl,prajfuitanirodha with virama-, bhava- and upiiyapratyaya. 

The commotions of the mind signalize the fivefold form of the object 
of the outer and inner reality. The impulses which the mind elaborates into 
five forms of vrttis enter the consciousness from the sources of reality. These 
:forms express the sphere of reality both direct and indirect, the verbal 
sphere, the qualitative and the purely subjective sphere. The subject is aware 
of these forms of commotion, recognizes them and surveys their impulses. 

The vrttis do not only reflect the reality, but this reality is deformed by 
the imperfection of the senses, by the klesas, which do not allow correct 
differentiation between the truth and untruth. In addition the klesa forms 
the connection of the subject with the object. The subject is identified with 
the corn.motions, is under their influence, or in other words the condition 
of the subject conforms with the vrttis (cittavrttisaruvya I 4) .  This state 
is marked by thirst - tr$rui for seen or otherwise acquired things and 
notions. Perceptions, conceptions, ideas, and emotions evoked in this way 
completely control the subject. Pata:njali thus says I 12 : "abhyasavaira
gyabhyii1J1, tannirodha}:i. 48 - The control of them is achieved by means of 
practice and uncolouredness ( passionlessness) ." Practice is an exertion to 
achieve permanence in control ( tatra sthitau yatno Jbhyasa}:i I 13) .  The 
consciousness then flows without vrttis and in undisturbed calm ( cittasya
vrttikasya prasantaviihita sthiti"IJ,, Vyasa to I 13) .  The uncolouredness from 
'tlhe object is the consciousness of being the master on the part of one 
who has rid himself of thirst for objects either seen or otherwise acquired 
( dr$.fiinusravikavi§ayav#r$tiasya vasikiirasa1J7,jna vairagyam I 15). The 
higher stage relates to thirstlessness for qualities ( gu?J,as). 

Pat.anjali thus formulates the Yoga of the 1 st book as control of the 
vrttis ( cittavrttinirodha}:i I 2) ,  by which the subject reaches the stage of 
its own nature (svarupe'vasthiinam I 3 ) .  It is the n1atter of a shift of 
objective consciousness to selfconsciousness, selfenfoldment - samiidhi. 

The control of the commotions proceeds in two stages. The first stage 
is sa1J7,prajiliitanirodha - control with objective consciousness, the second 
stage is defined by the commentators as asarriprajnata, i. e. without objective 
consciousness. 

Pataiijali formulates asarriprajnatanirodha in I 18 : "viriimapratyayii
bhyiisapurva"IJ, sa'Yfl,Skiirase?o 'nya"IJ, - the other ( control 0f vrttis) consists 
only of sa1J7,skiiras - impressions and its prerequisite is the practice of 
inhibitory impulse, I 19 : bhavapratyayo videhaprakrtilayaniini - with those 

4s Nirodha from ni-rudh - to oppose, obstruct, block, arrest, confine, blockade means 
opposition, confinment, restriction, suppression. Cittavrttinirodha according to Radha
krishnan (History of Ind. Phil.. II, p. 348) : The flow of mental modification is arrested. 
According to Dasgupta (The Cultural Heritage I, p. 335) it is stoppage of the flow 
of presentations, but also as the eradication of those potencies or latent tendencies that 
generate new streams of thoughts and new lines of actions. The commentators consider 
nirodha as synonymous with samadhi, kaivalya. The confusion of these disparate con
ceptions supports the supposition about the variability of the basic text, but is in contra
diction with the basic text. 
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who have not the feeling of concreteness, corporality and lie in prakrti, this 
impulse is innate I 20 : sraddhiiviryasmrtisamadhiprajiulpurvaka itare?am -
with the others energy, memory, selfenfoldment, knowledge (insight) is 
presupposed.�' These means are called by Vyla;sa upiiyapratyayas - the 
impulses of means or in other words the acquired impulses. 

The interpretation by the commentators deviates considerably from the 
basic text. In the first place they incorrectly identify nirodh�ontrol with 
samiidhi-selfenfoldment and kaivaly�independence. P. Deussen49 in
fluenced by the commentators, expressed the opinion that two related con
ceptions here are fused together, namely satµ,prafiuita samadhi with sabija 
samadhi, and asarriprafniita samadhi with nirbija samiidhi. He then stresses 
a surprising circumstance,, that Pataiijali does not deal, after explaining 
asarriprajnata samadhi in I 18, about it, but without saying so, describes 
sa7{1,prajniita-sabifa samiidhi only. He then supposes that the text I 17-51 
about samadhi comes probably from older times than the Yoganga text (II 28 
till IV 6) .  

This mistake was made owing to an incorrect explanation of the com
mentators. Pataiijali in .I 1 speaks about nirodha and first in I 46 says : "ta 
eva sabifa'J;, samadhi�this means exactly selfenfoldment with a seed." T/4 
refers to I 41-45, where sanuipatti'l;,-balanced-state is formulated. 

Sarriprafniita'J;, and anya'J;, in I 18, 19 refer to nirodha"!J, in I 12 and not 
to samiidhih in I 46, which was not mentioned before. Besides from sutra 
I 51 the relation nirodha as a prerequisite to samiidhi can be clearly assessed. 
Pataiijali says there : "tasyiipi nirodhe sarvanirodhiinnirbija"!J, samadhi� 
When this (impression) also is controlled, because all is controlled, the self
enfoldment is without a seed." 

Deussen erroneously thinks that after the formulation asarriprafniita 
nirodha there is no further mention about it. Patanjali on the other hand 
mentions the whole procedure from I 20-51, how it is possible to achieve 
asarriprajnata nirodha also in those cases, in which there is no inhibitory 
impulse innate, and who can achieve this unobjective control by the way of 
acquiring the inhibitory impulse by practice. They are just the means men
tioned in I 20 : belief, energy, memory, selfenfoldment (with the seed) ,  know
ledge. 

sraddhii-belief is referred to in methods I 21-32. Pataiijali first differ
enciates between the stages of the intensity of the belief with the method 
-isvarapratJ,idhiina-of orientation to i svara with the result of pratyakcetana 
-the reverse of thought, i. e. extrovert thinking changes intro introvert think-
ing. In the case of ordinary thinking the citta--consciousness is directed 
towards his environments and is modified objectively,so it is an extrovert 
thinking. The opposite, however, is achieved here, the · introversion. In ad
dition the obstacles and distraction$ of the mind-stuff are negated (anta
rayabhiiva'J;,). 

49 Allg. Gesch. d. Phil. I 3, p. 513, 57�. 
r.o Vyasa to I 29. 
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Virya--energy is referred to in the methods of achieving cittaprasadana 
undisturbed calm of the mind-stuff (I 33-44) with the result of the mastery 
-vasikara ranging from the smallest atom to the greatest magnitude. 

Smrti-the memory form of the stimulation is referred to in the methods 
sarnJipatti I 41-47, by which the memory fund is purified, i. e. relaxed, with 
the result, that the internal calm, the pacification of one's own ego ( adhyat
rnapras.adalJ,), is reached. 

This leads to sabijasamadhi--seif enfoldment with the seed ( of impres
sions and klesas) and rta!Yflbharaprajna-the truth-bearing insight about the 
world order (I 48-50).  This insight differs from acquired knowledge and 
from the insight streaming from one's own thinking (,sruta-{J,numiina,
prajiia) in that the subject is its substrate.51 This means that the siirupya 
condition in which the subject conforms with the vrttis is transformed into 
the svarupa state, i. e. the objective consciousness is shifted to the self enfold
ment. 

It is evident that it is not the case here of a fusion of two related con
ceptions but it is a fluent interpretation in which one sutra is linked to the 
other. The error was committed due to the fact that some indologists relied 
more on the commentators than on the basic text, which, however, seems 
ununderstandable without the comments. 

The unjustification of these opinions can also be seen from the analysis 
of viramapratyaya-inhibitory impulse. Vyasa I 18 explains asa"IJ'l,prafiiata 
as follows : "sarvavrttipratyastamaye sa'Y(l,Skarase$o nirodhascittasya sa
miidhir asa"f!l,prajniita'/:l,. Tasya para"IJ'l, vairagyarnupaya�i. Salambano 
hyabhyasastats,adhanaya na kalpata iti. Viramapratyayo nirvastuka alambani 
kriyate. Sa, carthasunya"f.i. Tadabhyiisapu1·vaka"IJ'l, hi citta"IJ'l, : niriilambanam 
abhavapraptamiva bhavatity�a nirbijab, samcidhirasa"f!l,prajnata}:i. - The 
concentration which is not conscious of objects is that control of the mind
stuff in which only impressions are left and in which all commotions have 
come to rest. The higher uncolouredness is a means for effecting this. For 
practice when directed towards any supporting-object is not capable of serv
ing as an instrument to this. The inhibitory impulse is made by support 
without object and is void of a sense. Mind-stuff, when engaged in the prac
tice of this (unperceptible object) seems as if it were itself non-existent and 
without any supporting-object. This is the enfoldment seedless and not con-
scious of objects." 

In contrast to the basic text Vyasa identifies nirodha and samadhi and 
adds paravairagya where there is no thirst either for objects or for qualities 
(gutt,as) .  Vy'asa thus relates virama to vairagya, which is also specifically 
mentioned by Viacaspati, namely, that inhibition is the negation of vrttis, so 
that the consciousness does not exercise any function. The cause to nirodha 
according to him is paravairagya. 

According to the commentators the practice in the inhibitory impulse lies 

01 Vacaspati to I 48. 
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in the effort to repel the thirst for qualities and not only for objects. On the 
other hand, Pata:njali mentions the precise methods directed towards an ob
ject, for instance to isvara by the repetition of the mystic syllable and by re
flecting upon its meaning (tajjapastadarthabhiivanam I 28) ; or that the 
mind-stuff has as its support the object freed from passion (vitar,agavi?ayarµ, 
vii cittam I 37) ; or that one contemplates upon any such object as is desired 
( yathiibhimatadhyiinadvii I 39) . 

For illustration I shall mention the practice from Visuddhi Magga (p. 124 
and further) : "A coloured circle (kasiria) is placed on the ground and ob
served. From the beginning one then thinks of the futility of sensory sen
sations and of Buddha's virtues. At the same time, one must not think of the 
colour or any other details of the circle." By concentrating on a certain ob
ject other objects are restricted and inhibited. Also by concentrating on 
i svara all the commotions are inhibited so that one is not aware that he is 
looking at something, or hearing something, etc. One of these methods is 
nidr,{i; and svapna-dream just because the reality is being inhibited. 

Viriimapratyaya is thus a special kind of an impulse which results in the 
cessation of commotions, so that impulses do not create vrttis. The inhibitory 
impulse prevents the creation of commotions with the effect that one is not 
aware of the objects or vrttis. 

Asarµ,prafniitanirodha-the control of vrttis without the awareness of 
the objects thus consists only of impressions, of which we are not even aware 
and is the result of practice in the inhibitory impulse. This impulse inhibits 
other impulses so that they do not develop into commotions. According to 
Pata:njali this inhibitory impulse is either innate-bhavapratyaya, or it can 
be acquired by certain methods and practice. Vyasa calls this acquired im
pulse upiiyapratyaya. 

Vyasa characterizes these who have an innate impulse to enjoy the quasi
state of independence (kaivalyapadamiv,iinubhavanti I 19) . Vacaspati says 
that the similarity with kaivalya lies in the fact that in this state there is 
the absence of commotions (avrttikatva, na tu cittavrtti) .  It differs from 
kaivalya in that there are impressions with their task unfulfilled. This state, 
however, leads to a further birth, so that it is necessary to avoid it. 

The condemnation of the innate impulse ( bhavapratyaya) by Viacaspati 
is based on his interpretation of the expression bhava as world. It is called 
the world (bhava) because living beings are born or grow in it (bhavanti). 
Bhava thus according to him means avidyii. Vij:nana Bhik�u objects to this 
interpretation and interprets bhavapratyaya as that which has birth-janma 
as its cause. Viiicaspati, however, differentiates bhavapratyaya as a tempor
ary inhibitory impulse, whereas upayapratyaya with paravairagya lead to 
liberation. He thus considers bhavapratyaya to be pseudo-yoga which is to 
be rejected.52 

52 J. H. Woods a. a. 0. p. 44. Bhoj.a in I 19 identifies 'J)'ratyaya with karat1,a and 
bhava with sa7]'1,Skara (world - creation) . 
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The interpretation by the commentators to the effect that asarp,prajnatani
rodha is kaivalya contradicts completely the basic text. According to Patanjali 
impressions remain there which have failed to fulfill their task and in this 
way differ from kaivalya. If the inhibitory impulse is innate it need not be 
further developed. If it is not innate, it is necessary to acquire it by prac
tice. Bhava does not mean here world nor undifferentiating klesa avidyii 
but it means something existing or innate. 

Also in the case of upiiyapratyaya--acquired inhibitory impulse the com
mentators outrun the course of the following books. They say I 20 that dis
crimination of insight is acquired (prajnii viveka) so that the yogin perceives 
things as they really are (yathiirta1J1, vastu janiUi) and differentiates between 
sattva and purusa, which leads to kaivalya. 

Patanjali, on the other hand, differentiates between two kinds of insight 
{prajiba), namely a) that which is gained by one's own activity either mental 
or acquired or heard from others (srutanumiinaprajibii) ,  b) that which is 
truth-bearing (rta'Y(l,bharaprajna I 49) .  The difference lies in the shift of 
consciousness as was mentioned before. It is, however, not the case of a dis
eriminative discernment ( vivekakhyiiti) ·  which can be acquired by other 
methods described in books II and III. 

· The way how Patanjali imagines the effectiveness of the inhibitory im
pulse is shown in I 50 ; "Tajja}:l, sa1J1,Skiironyasa'Y(l,Skarapratibandi-impres
.sions which developed from this (knowledge of the order) block the others." 
It is necessary to add to this that the knowledge of the order of things arrives 
only after the vrttis were overpowered (kfi,tia I 41) .  The process of know
ledge hence does not pass through the citta-apparatus, which transforms im
pulses into commotions, because citta is without vrttis, crystal-clear, and 
reflects the things as they are. Impressions evoked by this knowledge block 
other impressions so that they can not develop their power to evoke an im
pulse which would give rise to vrtti. 

The inhibitory impulse thus first inhibits the commotions by restricting 
or narrowing the range of impulses and concentrating on one thing only 
{ l svara, etc.) .  This relaxes the texture, the connection of the subject with 
the vrttis and the subject becomes conscious of its mastery over vrttis ( vasi
kiirasa'Y(l,fna I 15). The new process of acquiring knowledge without com
motions evokes inhibitory impulses whose task is to block other impressions. 

The outcome must be finally the inhibition also of this inhibitory impres
sion as mentioned in I 51 : "tasyapi nirodhe sarvanirodhiinnirbija'Jy, samiidhi}:l, 
,-If also this (inhibitory impression)  is controlled, because all has been con
trolled, the selfenfoldment is seedless." 

The commentators, however, identify this state with kaivalya-independ
ence, so that purusa-subject is pure and liberated ( suddha}:l,, mukta}:l,) . They 
thus give the basic text another meaning which is quite unjustified. Some 
indologists53 suppose that there are at least two types of yoga-methods, 

53 J. W. Hauer: Der Yoga als Heilweg, p. 99. E. Frauwallner: Geschichte der 
fodischen Philosophie I, p. 438. 
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yoganga-systematic yoga and nirodhayoga--Unterdrtickungsyoga. Hauer 
considers nirodhaypga as intellectual nihilism. These errors were committed 
by disregarding the basic text and by the drawing of conclusions from the 
interpretations of the commentators. The result was that the laconic and 
obscure siitras of Pata:njali would be quite incomprehensible without the 
interpretation of the commentators. To-day, however, we can reconstruct 
reliably the interpretation of Pata:njali's sutras because we have a support 
in the experimental results that have been achieved hitherto within the sphere 
of higher nervous activity. 
-= Is it possible to prove the existence of an impulse which would interrupt, 
stop, or inhibit the commotion of sa1J1,skaras and klesas so as to get them 
under control ? 

A similar problem was tackled by I. M. Sechenov54 who says : "The pre
sent physiologists have gradually arrived at a firm conviction that nervous 
influences can exist in the body of an animal with the usual result of the 
suppression of automatic movements. The every-day life of a man on the 
other hand shows a great many examples when the will acts in the same 
manner : By the exertion of our will we can stop all the respiratory move
ments in all their phases, even after the expiration, when all the respiratory 
muscles are relaxed, so that the will can suppress a cry or any other move
ment which is caused by pain, fright, etc. It is interesting that in all these 
cases which require a considerable amount of moral power from a man, _ the 
will effort is expressed on the outside by only insignificant or no secondary 
movements ; a man who remains under all circumstances perfectly caln1 and 
motionless is considered to be stronger. This is so owing to the existence of 
mechanisms which absorb reflex movements, as has been proved by direct 
experiments with the brain of a frog which show that when these mechan
isms are provoked they inhibit painful skin reflexes." 

Sechenov then draws the attention to the act of walking which is a highly 
purposeful act which, however, through habit, or in the case of a somnam
bulist, or a drunkard etc., can become a completely spontaneous action, when 
one is not aware of walking at all. 

K. l\L Bykov55 says that the interoreceptive impulse of the cortex inhibits 
the exteroreceptive, conditional reflex. I should like to ref er i_n this connection 
to further details of the experiments by Pavlov and his school I mentioned 
before. 

I cannot continue without emphasizing, that Pavlov differentiates between 
innate and acquired reflexes, i. e. unconditioned and conditioned reflexes 
which correspond in Indian terminology to innate reflexes from past lives 
and those acquired in· this life. Pavlov56 says : "The first instance of complex,. 

M I. M. Secenov : Refleksy golovnogo mozga, ed. 1947, .§ 4 and others. 
55 K. M. Bykov: Kora golovnogo mozga i vnutrennije organy, 1947, p. 209, Czech 

edition. · \ .  , · !  J • ..t\�f 
66 I. P. Pavlov: "Experiment on Physiological Understanding of the Symptomatology 

of Hysteria, p. 326 and 247, and also Psychiatric reports N!! 6, 1917, p. 141-146. ·· ·{ 
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mutual relations between the organism and the surrounding is in high animals 
including the man the subcortical areas which lie next to the hemispheres 
with their most complex unconditioned reflexes (our terminology), instincts, 
affects, emotions (various current terminology) .  These reflexes are evoked 
by relatively numerous unconditioned factors, i. e. outer factors, which are 
active from the birth. This is the reason for a restricted orientation in the 
surrounding milieu and at the same time for a moderate assimilation. The 
innate reflex is permanent, whereas the acquired reflex, the individual re
flex, depends on numerous conditions and constantly fluctuates according to 
various conditions. It enables us a perfect orientation in a certain milieu and 
a considerably larger degree of assimilation." 

Later I shall mention the inhibitory impulse which inhibits another in
hibitory impulse, i. e. the inhibition of an inhibition, which refers to samiidhi 
nirb'ija. All this confirms not only the existence of an inhibitory impulse, 
but it is also the proof that the yoga practice was based on a considerable ex
perience, particularly psychological, and also somatic and physiological, and 
was probably the object of observation and experience of the old medical 
school in India. 

According to the present results of the pratyaya analysis we can recon
struct the original interpretation of the laconic and obscure sfitras by Patan
jali, as far as it is related to practice of viramapratyaya, as follows :  

Viramapratyaya-abhyasa, i. e. practice of an interrupting or inhibitory 
impulse is the main practice to nirodha. Cittavrtti-the fluctuation of the 
citta arises from an outer or internal impulse and every 1)rtti is expressed 
in five forms, where one form is linked to the other. The most important, 
because the most usual, and the most developed form is the vikalpa form, i .  e. 
verbal, signalizing form (with vitarka and vicara) and smrti, i. e. the me
mory signalizing form. Cittavrttis by means of the klesas absorb the whole 
consciousness so that the subject makes with them one form ( siirupya). This 
subordination of the subject must be annulled in that the cittavrttis are com
pletely controlled. The result is that the exterior parts do not evoke vrttis 
with five forms but that they reflect the reality as it is without colouredness 
of the objective kle§a apparatus. To inhibit this apparatus is the task of the 
method the basis of which is viramapratyaya-interrupting, inhibitory im
pulse. In some people this impulse is innate, others must develop it by the 
exertion of the will. 

Patanjali then mentions a number of equivalent methods to individual 
procedures, the aim of which is to achieve selfconsciousness, selfenfoldment, 
unobjective consciousness. For this reason the subject in rta1P,bhara prajiw, 
recognizes the object directly, because citta as crystal shines forth as the ob
ject alone (to I 43). Citta alone is nirvastuka-without an object and artha
sunya-void of sense and meaning, as if it were non-existent and without 
any supporting object. The prerequisite for this is powerlessness of vrttis 
(kfi?J,a I 41) .  For this reason the process of acquiring knowledge does no 
more proceed in the former way to develop vrtti into five forms whether it 
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is a matter of one's own recognition or recognition acquired from others. The 
subject and the object stand here without an intermediary who deformed the 
external objects so that the subject now recognizes the object as it really is. 
This,process of acquiring knowledge bears the truth. This kind of knowledge 
inhibits all the forms of impressions. It is, however, necessary that we should 
not be aware even of this inhibition and thus achieve seedless concentration 
of spontaneous selfenfoldment. 

The results of the analysis are as follows : 
In the first text it is not a question of two opinions dating from different 

periods, as was supposed by the commentators and P. Deussen, but sarriprai
iliita and asarriprajniita nirodha are functionally placed into the procedure to 
nirp"iia samiidhi. This samiidhi cannot be identified with kaivalya-independ
ence, because there are sa1J1,Skiiras also in a blocked form. In addition the first 
book is a continuous unit which is the first part of the whole yoga-procedure. 
Pratyaya in the first part does not mean Vorstellung, but an impulse the 
existence of which in the form of viramapratyaya-:an inhibitory impulse can 
be now verified by· the results of the physiological experiment. 

3. Pari1Jii,ma with tulyapratyaya. 

The procedure of the inhibitory impulse-viriimapratyaya which sets the 
orientation from sarriprajnatanirodha to asarripr·ajnatanirodha is often iden
tified with mutations of the mind-stuff-pari1Jil,1na. P. Deussen57 opines that 
pari';};ama determines the transition from sabija sa11iadhi-seeded selfenfold
rnent to nirb"ija samiidhi-seedless self enfoldment. According to him this 
procedure is ref ered to quite differently in the text I 17-51 and differently 
in the text III 9 and further. 

Sigurt Lindquist5B correctly states that pari-�uimar-the mutation of con
sciousness does not mean stages of- samadhi but mutations which appear at 
the beginning of samadhi. 

Patanjali differentiates between three pari'(l;amas-mutations of con
sciousness: nirodhapaririama III 9-the mutation of the control, samiidhi
paririama III 11-the mutation during the selfenfoldment, and eloagrapari
riama III 12-mutation during the singleness-of-intent concentration. 

Their formulations are : III 9 "vyutthananirodhasarriskarayorabhibhava
pradurbhavau nirodhak$a1J,acittanvayo nirodhapari1J,iima°J}, - When the 
impressions of the active wakeful state disappear and the impressions of 
control become visible the mutation of control is connected with the 
consciousness in its period of control." It is a transitional 'Stage from wake
fulness to control, the result of which is a calm flow of the mind-stuff ( tasya 
prasiintavahitii III 10 ) .  This acquired characteristic is then manifested also 
during wakefulness as calm of the mind . 

.57 Allg. Gesch. d. Philos. I 3, p. 570. 
·
58 Die Methoden des Yoga, Lund 1932, p. 154. 
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III 11 : "sarvarthataikiigratayo.b, l({Jayodayau cittasya sarniidhipari'(liima"f.i 
- the mutation of the selfenfoldment begins when the telic dispersiveness 
of interest dwindles and the singleness-of-intent arises." 

III 12 : "tata"f.i punab, santoditau tulyapratyayau cittasyaikiigratiipari
?J)imab, - Then again when the quiescent and uprisen impulses (potentional 
and actual) are in equilibrium (i. e. similar) the mind-stuff has a mutation 
of the singleness-of-intent." 

The third pari1J,iima is the synthesis of the first two, i. e. �f the quiescent 
impulse from the first mutation and those risen up from the second mutation 
are in equilibrium, i. e. when they are of the same intensity. In these 
pari1J(lmas there is a collision of two contrary processes at a time: 

vyutthana and nirodha, i. e. the process of wakefulness with great activity 
following its own purpose and procedure in which the commotions of the 
mind-stuff are controlled ; -sarvarthata and ek<'igra, i. e. many-sideness, 
dispersiveness of interest, and singleness-of-intent. 

The struggle of these processes is expressed by the expressions : 
abhibhava and priidurbhiiva, i. e. overcoming, dwindling and uprisal, origin ; 
k?aya and udaya, i. e. diminuation, removal and rise, becoming visible ; 
§.anta and udita, i. e. pacified, calmed and risen, grown. 

Vacaspati suitably calls this struggle virnarda - antagonism, battle, war. 
Because Pata:njali says that this explains the mutation of external aspects, 

of time-variations and of the intensity stage of produced objects and sense
organs, 59 nirodha corresponds to dharma, sarniidhi to lak?a1J,a, ekiigrata to 
avastlvii. There are thus three mutations: of form (function) , time, intensity. 

In this struggle of contradictory processes there is a certain battle-order, 
because the change of the order of the sequence causes a change in the 
mutations - ( kra1niinyatvarri pari1:uimiinyatve hetub, III 15). The procedure 
of the mutations leads to a concentration which balances the impulses, so that 
the consciousness does not differentiate between various stages as every
thing is present. 

S. Linquisto-0 compares with these special psychological phenomena, when 
the whole life often appears at a critical moment in a single image. The 
same is said also by Patanjali, namely, that by the concentration upon the 
three mutations there follows the know ledge of the past and of the future 
( parir;iirnatrayasarp,yamadatitanagatafniinam III 16). · The past and the 
present are in equilibrium of the consciousness. 

If we now compare the states of consciousness as the relation between 
the commotion and the inhibition is manifested in them, we get a number 
of impulses characteristic for a certain state of the mind-stuff. 

Vyasa to I 1 differenciates between five stages of the mind-stuff fron1 
the view-point of yoga procedure to sarniidhi: 

1. k?ipta - restless (stage),  which is according to Viacaspati extensively 
unstable ; 

69 etena bhutendriye[(U dharmalak$a1JA1,vasthiipari?J,amavyakhyatii/:I, III 13. 

ino a. a. 0., p. 15.4. 
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2. muq,ha - infatuated, which according to the commentators correspond·s 
to nidrii - �leep ; 

3. viJc?ipta - distracted, dispersed, which is unstable and stable ; 
4. ekiigra - focussed to single point, one-pointed ; 
5. nirodha - controlled, which is two-fold : 

a )  with the awareness of the object - sarp,prajMta, 
b) without the awareness of the object - asarp,prajiuita. 

We would have to complete this enumeration by Vyiasa, because Patanjali 
classifies nidrii in the wakeful state, and further distinguishes ·between an 
inhibitory impulse - viriimapratyaya and the inhibition of an inhibitory 
impulse. We would have to pay regard to the balancing of impulses etc. 

Bhoja61 sets the line according to the grade of inhibition and distinguishes 
between four mutations of the mind-stuff : vyutthana, samiidhi, ekagratii, 
nirodha, and says : "iha eaturvidhaseittasya pari',yiima'l:t,: vyutthanarp, sa1r,iidhi
priira1'(lbha ekagrafii nirodha§ca. Tatra Jc?iptamu(j,he cittabhumi vyutthiinam, 
vik?ipta bhumi'l:t, sattvodrekat samadhipriirarp,bhalJ,. Ekagra-taniruddhe ea 
paryantabhumi. PratiparirJii,marp, ea sarp,skarii'J:i. Tatra vyutthanajanita'J:i 
sarp,skiira'l:t, samadhipriirarp,bhajai'l:t,· sa'YJ'1,Skarai'J:i pratyiihanyante. Tajjiis caik<i . 
gratajai'J:i nirodhajanitair ekiigratajii'J:i sarp,skara'J:i svarupa1'fl ea hanyante -
There is a four-fold mutation of the mind-stuff : wakefulness, commencing 
enfoldment, singleness-of-intent, and control. The wakefulness is a state 
which is unstable and infatuated. The beginning of the enfoldment is a dis
persed state because sattva is growing. The state of singleness-of-intent and 
the control state are the final stages. Every mutation has its impressions .. 
The impressions originating in the wakefulness are inhibited by impressions 
evoked at the beginning of samiidhi. Impressions originating in this are 
inhibited by impressions from the singleness-of-intent, and these are inhibited 
by the impressions from control and these impressions inhibit themselves." 

This is a very comprehensive description of the procedure of the inhibitory 
impulse up to the inhibition of the inhibition. This procedure of the gradual 
inhibition is evidently based on certain experiences which have to-day been 
proved and explained scientifically. 

I. P. Pavlov62. emphasizes that experiments revealed a new important 
aspect of the matter. It has been demonstrated that besides commotion and 
inhibition there exists very frequently the inhibition of the inhibition. It is 
simply necessary to state, that all the higher nervous activity is composed 
of a continuous alteration, or better said compensation of the following three 
basic activities : commotion, inhibition, and inhibition of the inhibition or 
"de-inhibition". Otherwise there is a quasi struggle between the two contra
dictory processes which normally ends with a certain equilibrium between 
them, a certain balance. 

61 See: S. Linquist: Die Methoden, p. 145 and others. 
62 I. P. Pavlov : Natural Science and the Brain, and Real Physiology of the Brain 

in the Selection of I. P. Pavlov's Works. 
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Pavlov is of the opinion that the existing research material enables to 
arrange in a certain order all the states of the cortex, experienced under 
various influences : 
a) On the one end of the line there is the state of commotion, extraordinary 

intensification of the excitable tone, when the inhibition becomes im
possible or very difficult. 

b) It is followed by normal wakeful state, a state of equilibrium between 
commotion and inhibition. 

c) Then follows a long successive line of states on the transition towards 
inhibition. Those especially characteristic are : 
1. the compensating state when all the impulses in contrast to the wake

f ul state exert an influence quite evenly disregarding their intensity ; 
2. the paradoxical state when only the weak impulses are effective 

whereas strong impulses are hardly noticeable ; 
3. the ultraparadoxical state when only the compensating inhibitory 

factors exert a positive influence ; 
4. this state is followed by a state of complete inhibition ; 
5. last there is the unclear explanation of the state when the stimulation 

is ·so low that any sort of inhibition becomes either impossible or 
difficult just as in the state of commotion. 

4. Dhyana with pratyaya-ekaUinatii. 

In order to achieve perfection ( siddhi) and indirectly the final aim of 
Yoga it is necessary to master the constraint - sa'Yfl,yama. 

Sa'Y(l,yama is a technical expression for the three highest members of the 
systematic Yoga, i. e. for dhiira1J,ii - fixation, dhyana - restriction or 
narrowing of impulses, meditation and samiidhi - self enf oldment, if all 
the three members have the same object. 

P. DeussenG3 inquires in what the three pari1>pamas - mutations of the 
mind-stuff differ from the three members of sarriyama. According to him 
the difference lies in the fact that in dhara'(lii, dhyana, and samiidhi it is 
only a matter of periodically oriented exercises. These exercises, however, 
lead gradually to three-fold parir;iima, which correspond to them completely. 
In parirpama - mutation the body and the senses change simultaneously 
with the consciousness till finally the consciousness - citta abandons the 
subject thus achieving the final aim of yoga kaivalya - independence. 

Because Deussen compared pari'(IAama with the process from sarriprajnata 
to asa'Yfl,prajniita and from sabija samiidhi to nirb'ija samadhi, it means, 
that according to him there are really three similar or identical procedures, 
i. e. sa'Y(l,yama, pari1J,iima, asarriprajnata nirodha. He was lead to this result 
by his classification of the basic text of Y oga..:siitras into several independent 
texts composed by various schools of yoga dating from various times, each 

'63 a. a. O. I 3, p. 571'. 

16 - Archiv orientalni c. 2 
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of which according to Deussefl and others always mention the whole yoga 
procedure as quite independent, but in principle they are the same or similar. 

I have already pointed out in the case of asarriprafnata nirodha and of 
pari1Jii,ma that the presumption about the fusion of disparate conceptions 
is unjustified and also here in the analysis of pratyayaikatanata - I wish 
to pay regard to this fact. 

Right at the beginning it is necessary to point out that Pata:njali 
differenciates between pari'(Ulma and sarriyama. He says in III 16, that by 
concentrating upon the three mutations (parir1iima - traya - sarriyamat) 
it is posible to acquire knowledge of the past and future, as I have mentioned 
before. Sarriya1na and pari1J,ama are thus quite disparate conceptions. The 
prerequisite to pari'(liima is ni1·odha, so that it is a mattil' of quite different 
conceptions which cannot be confused, whereby the presumption of various 
texts of the same contents lost validity. 

Sarpyama plays an in1portant role in the acquiring of perfections and 
sutras from III 16 to the end of the third_ book give the results concerning 
the perfection of knowledge and the control of reality. Under srupyama also 
belongs dhyana with pratyaya. If we should correctly understand what this 
impulse means we must mention all the three members of sarriyama. 

Their formulation is contained in sutra III 1 : desabandhascittasya 
dkara'(lii - fixed attention is the binding of the mind-stuff to a certain 
place. III 2 : tatra pratyayaikatanata dhyanam - restriction or narrowing 
is a uniform flowing of the impulse there (from that place) .  III 3 :  tadeN 

varthamiitranirbhasarri svarupasunyamiva samadhi"IJ, - euf oldment is this 
(restriction) in so far (the consciousness) reflects the objects only telically,. 

as if it were emptied of itself. 
Vyasa mentions that desa - the place is for instance the nabel, heart, 

lotus, light within the head, the tip of the nose or of the tongue, or any 
other place or an external object. 

Dhyiina - restriction is according to V:acaspati ekagrata - one-pointed
ness. Tatra is interpreted by Vyasa as meaning in that place or on that. 
pl�e, and ekatiinata as the stream ( pravaha"IJ,) . 

Pratyaya cannot mean here an image or presented-idea because if one 
draws the attention to an exterior object one does not emit a stream of 
one's ideas on this place, but the impulses come from this place, from the
source. 

In the case of normal way of fixing one's attention towards an object
this object becomes the center of the observation, but at the same time one 
perceives also paracentral impulses. The task of dhyana is to restrict the 
field of impulses to a certain source from which the impulses flow in a single 
stream. After that the observed object is reflected, the consciousness dis
appears in the observed object and fuses with it. 

For illustration I shall again mention the exercise from Visuddhi Magga : 
"A coloured object in the form of a circle is placed on the ground and 
observed. From the beginning one thinks of the futility of sensory sensations,. 
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and of the vfrtues of Buddha, and his teaching, and his community. One 
must not think of the colour or any other details of the circle." According 
to this description continuous impulses emerge from the circle but they are 
not developed into · con1motions because this is prevented, or better said, the 
development of these impulses is inhibited by the thoughts concentrated in 
other direction. This exercise is practiced so long till the image �in its con
creteness is the same as the viewed object. 

In Patanjali it is a kind of crazinessG4 for objects which S. Lindquist65 
considers to be the beginping of the real suggestive hypnosis. Lindquist and 
J acobi66 then suppose that dhylina is an increased spiritualization of dhara1J,ii,. 
If we suppose that the internal object - a concrete image is the spiritual
ization of an outer object then the essence of dhyiina has not been adequately 
expressed. Dhyana is an isolation of an impulse from a certain object; a re
striction, of dispersed impulses from various sources to an impulse from 
a single, selected source. From this iso]ated source the impulses flow in one 
stream. It is a fluent strean1 of isolated impulses in which no other para
central impulses flow. 

In psychology it is called a sensation, which is a pure stimulation, so 
to say physiological stimulation transmitted to these organs by an outer 
factor. This stimulation must be isolated, must not be connected with 
another i1npulse or remaining impressions, because the mind does not create 
a perception. It is thus the task of dhy.ana to create a pure, physiological 
sensation. 67 

In Pavlov's terminology we would formulate it in that only a single 
reflex is produced. 

The Lindquist's comparison ,vith hypnosis can be answered by Pavlov's 
words : 68 I wish to mention a fact which could be observed in our laboratory. 
A dog was deprived of three receptors and then slept continuously. In spite 
of this he could be awaked by means of the remaining skin receptors and 
thus used for experiments. We encountered here the following unusually 
interesting fact which was analogical to a hypnotic state: only a single 
reflex could be evoked in this dog ; it was not possible to evoke in him two, 
three, or four reflexes simultaneously as in norn1al animals. This could be 

64 The objective craziness is described by Jadunath Sinha in Indian Psychology. 
Perception, on the p. 279: A lover infatuated with love for a woman sees his beloved near 
him. Here the subconscious impression of the woman is received by the strong passion 
of love and invades the fields of consciousness; the memory image of the woman distant 
in time and space appears li.ke a woman actually perceived here and now. 

'65 Die Methoden p. 107. 
uo Uber das urspr. Yogasystem I, p. 603. 
07 There is no danger of my introducing new conceptions. In cittavrtti the first form 

is pramii:r:ia which consists of three parts. The first is pratyak$a whose task it is to grasp 
the impulses only by the eye, in anumana they are connected with the impressions, with 
klesas, and then arrive as an elaborated conception. We could express this that in dhyana 
the first form is restricted in function in that it is restrained on the grasping of impulses 
from a source, so that the object reflects as it is, without a further interference of the 
citta apparatus, i. e. only physiologically. 

68 I. P. Pavlov: Selected Works, p. 241. 
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explained by the fact that the tonus of the cortex, i. e. the emotional process 
with which the total cortex disposes was so weak that once it was con
centrated to a single impulse, nothing remained on another place and for 
this reason all the other impulses evoked no effect." 

In the case of constraint there is also a partial inhibition so that only 
a single reflex is evoked. 

According to PavlovG9 there are two various central apparatuses in the 
central nervous system: The apparatus of the direct conduction of the 
nervous current and the apparatus for switching it on and off (association). 
Accordingly he differentiates. between an unconditioned reflex in which 
there is a permanent connection of the outer factor with the activity with 
which the organism reacts, and a conditioned reflex where the connection 
is only temporary. 

We have learned in the case of viramapratyaya that this impulse can 
be either innate in the form of an instinct or that it can be acquired. In the 
case of dhy;ana it is possible to achieve such a degree of inhibition that only 
one impulse re!l)ains active and does not evoke any association because the 
impulse is only reflected. A connection has been achieved between certain 
outer factors and a response to them. The thing in question is, without 
doubt, how to acquire this new kind of conditioned reflex. 

According to Patanjali constraint leads to the acquirement of new per
fections, i. e. sa-rriyama contains conditions for magic experimentation which 
result in new perfections. 

These conditions are : 1. Concentration of one's attention to a certain 
thing. 2. Inhibition of unsuitable and undesirable impulses and the flow of 
impulses only from one object. 3. The mind is thus identified with the object 
and disappears in it, and reflects it, so that the object shines forth and 
nothing more. 

The mentioned conditions are the prerequisite for successful experiments. 
Pavlov7·0 for instance mentions the following conditions : 1. simultaneous 
influence of two factors (,e. g. bell and food) . 2. Inhibition of other impulses, 
both exterior and interior. This as a whole is in accord with the above 
mentioned conditions. 3. This leads to the identification of the two factors 
(bell and food) and a new connection is formed between certain outer factors 
and a certain response (a new track has been formed, in German ,,Bahnung"). 

I wish to show on an example what is the procedure in the acquiring 
of new perfections according to Pata:njali, i. e. what is the procedure of 
a magic experiment. It is for instance possible to increase the scale of sen
sations which are normally not perceived. According to III 35 the per
ception is increased in the organs of hearing, sight, feeling, taste, and smell 
as the result of a concentration upon what exists for its own sake. I wish 
to differentiate the subject from an object which is telically subordinated 

ea a. a. 0., p. 158. 
10 a. a. 0., p. 126. 
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to the subject. In practice the impulse from a subject is identified with the 
impulse from an object. If I try to distinguish them, then I comprise also 
those impulses with which the subject was not identified. The object exerts 
its effect directly. 

According to Pavlov we could explain it as a difference between an artist 
and a scientist. The artistic type according to Pavlov11 is analogical and 
close to an animal, it perceives the whole outer world as conceptions by its 
immediate receptors. The brain receives sounds stimulatiqns in the same 
way as a photographic plate receives the fluctuations in the intensity of 
light, and in the same way as a phonographic plate receives sounds. The 
most essential characteristic of an artistic type is its systematic reproduction 
of reality which is inaccessible t0 the scientist. Pavlov explains it physio
logically that in the case of artists the activity of the hemispheres contacting 
the whole of its surface affects least the parts of the forehead and is con
centrated mostly in other areas ; whereas in the case of scientists the activity 
is concentrated predominantly in the parts of the forehead. 

The mentioned sutra would thus lead to the elimination of differences 
in the types and would teach to increase the perceptibility on the whole 
reality. 

Similarly it is mentioned in the next sutra III 41, that it is possible 
to increase the perceptibility of the senses by the concentration upon the 
relation (sa'YJ1,bandha) between the organ of hearing and the air or ether 
( akasa) . This is then extended by V.acaspati to the connection between the 
organ of smell and earth, etc. 

According to another sutra III 21 it is possible to achieve indiscernibility 
of body by constraint upon the form of the body, when its power to be seen 
is stopped. There is the disjunction of the light and the eye. This according 
to V1acaspati concerns also indiscernibility of sounds etc. The body has the 
power to be grasped ( griihyasakti), i. e. emits impulses through which it is 
recognized. \Vhen this power is stopped the yogin becomes indiscernible, 
nobody perceives him, i. e. he inhibits (prati{;tabhnati) impulses of his 
body etc. 

According to III 30 it is possible to inhibit hunger and thirst by constraint 
upon the well of the throat. To this it is possible to add that already at the 
end of the year 1862 an existence of mechanisms has been proved by direct 
experiments on the brain of a frog which if stimulated inhibits painful skin 
reflexes. Each of the nervous mechanisms are thus provided with two nervous 
regulators - antagonists. One of them for instance weakens the respiratory 
and the cardiac activity to absolute cessation and the other increases them.12  

The mentioned examples, particularly the exan1ple about the indis
cernibility of body, prove that pratyaya means something what signifies 
an impulse, which comes out of an object which has the power to be grasped 
( griihyasakti) . 

n a. a. 0., p. 357. 
72 I. M. Secenov : Refleksy golovnogo rnozga 1947, p. 23 and 29. 
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5. Bhoga with pratyaya-avise?a, 

Pataiijali understands the world, all produced things, and the sense-organs 
(bhuta-indriya) teleologically. The last of the five forms of an object and 
of the sense-organs is teleological - arthavattva. One of the purposes 
(artha) is bhoga - eating, the devouring of the world, i .  e. experience. 
The subject devours the world up to complete satiation. The final purpose 
of Yoga is formulated in that kaivalya - independence means a purposeful 
reversal of the qualitative world factors - guz:ias, which are then teleo
logically empty for the subject so that the intellectual power of the subject 
is grounded in itself. ( pur�arthasunyii/niirri gu'r},anarri pratiprasavalJ, kaiva
lyarri svarupaprati#hii vii citisalctiriti IV 34). 

Between these two extreme stages Pataiijali mentions two other pro
cedures : 
1. In the connection of the subject with the object ( sarriyoga) by eating 

the world, i. e. by experience, the apperception of the true nature of the 
power of the proprietor and property is acquired ( svasviimisaktyo?i 
svarupopalabdhi/:i II 23). The reason for the connection of the subject 
and the object is the undistinguishing avidya and the means to the annul
ment of this connection is the discriminative discernment ( vivekakhy.ati) .  

2. In further procedure the purpose of the subject and of the object is 
distinguished which leads to self-knowledge. This procedure is formulated 
by Pataiijali in III 35 : "sattvapurif,$ayor-atyanta-asarrikirr_iayolJ, pratyaya
avise$o bhogalJ, . Para-artha-anya-sva-artha-sarriyamat-puru?ajnanam -
Experience is an impulse which fails to distinguish the two excessively 
indifferent - uncommingled aspects, i. e. the subject and the object. 
Since the sattva exists as object for another, the knowledge of the self 
arises as the result of constraint upon that which exists for its own 
sake." 
In the mentioned formulation it is necessary to determine the meaning 

of sattva and pratyaya. Sattva from sat-tva means existence, thing, or being. 
In this sense V:acaspati says to II 19, that existence ( sattva) is that which 
is capable of acts, i. e. fulfilling the purpose of the Self. Thus for instance 
the existence of water-jars and other objects is acquired by experience 
( anubhavasiddharri tu g haf;adinarri sattvam I 43) . 

The commentators, however, in their interpretation restrict the meaning 
of sattva only to buddhisattva which is according to them a synonym of citta
sattva since for instance V:acaspati to IV 19 identifies them. In the same 
formulation Vy.asa identifies buddhi and citta: II 20 "kirri ea pararthii buddhi/:i 
sarrihatyakiiritv.at, sv,artha"I}, purit?a iti - Moreover the thinking substance 
exists for the sake of another since it produces combinations, whereas the 
self exists for its own sake." To IV 24 : "citta1?i par{trtharri parasya na 
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svartha'Yfl, sa'Yfl,hatyaloaritvat - The mind-stuff exists for the sake of another, 
not for its own, since it produces combinations."73 

The opinion of the commentators does not in principle contradict the con
ception of Pata:njali which attributes objectivity to citta ( drsyatvam IV 19).  
This objectivity, however, is restricted only to the subject so that my con
sciousness is not the object for another. He explains this in that if one citta 
were object of sight for another there would be an infinite regress from one 
thought to another thought as well as confusion of memory (cittantaradrsye 
buddhibuddheratiprasamga}:i smrtisa'f(l,lcarasca IV 21). 

In the sense-organs there is one form-asmitii-the egotism, which means 
that the sense-organs and the mind-.stuff stand only in the relation to the 
subject. Another person cannot see through my eye, he cannot recognize 
through my mind, nor can he recall to his mind my impression when remem
bering. Sattva refers without doubt also to citta as can be derived also from 
sutra IV 24, that citta is for the sake of another. Citta is coloured by the 
subject and the object and can· thus serve to all purposes (sarvartham IV 23 ) .  
However, Patanjali attributes purposefulness-arthavattva to every object 
and every quality-gu?J,as, sense-organs (II 20, III 44, 47, IV 34) .  Finally 
also Vy,asa classifies in his mnemotechnical vers the impressions-sarriskiiras, 
to vastu-real objects ( in III 15). 

Sattva refers to the whole object including impressions, consciousness, 
sense-organs, and things in general. This broader significance can be derived 
also from further formulations III 35-55, where there is the mention of the 
subjugation of things, body, sense, etc. 

The second expression pratyaya is interpreted as in many other sutras 
as image or presented-idea. This, however, cannot be the meaning here 
since in the case of digestion there are no presented-ideas. Vacaspati also 
says to IV 16 :  "For it would follow that the taste and the sensoric power 
and the digestion and so on be the same whether one makes use of an actual 
sweetmeat or of a sweetmeat of hope." 

According to Pata:njali the presented-idea (Vorstellung) is evoked by an 
impulse from impressions in the same way as apperception is evoked by an 
impulse from a source. For this reason in the case of bhoga-experience, 
two various in1pulses are fused and not two various ideas. The fusion of 
things, impulses, images, verbal expressions etc. is the result of avidya. There
fore Vy.asa74 quotes a proof about the effectiveness of this undifferentiating 
klesa in the following interpretation : "He who counts any existing thing, 
whether phenomenalized or unphenomenalized as himself ; or who rejoices 
in the success of these (things) ,  deeming it his own success, or who grieves 

73 Vacaspati to II 20 explains, wherein lies sa'l'(l,hatyakaritva - producing of com
binations: "Moreover the thinking-substance, in as far as it fulfils the purpose for the 
subject connected with klesas, karma, vasana, objects, and sense-organs, exists for some
body else's sake. 

74 To II 5. 
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at the ill-success of these (things) ,  deeming it his own ill-success-these are 
all unenlightened." 

J. H. Woods75 quotes in this respect Balar.ama who among the things 
he mentions gives also such as sons or cattle or servants or beds or seats, 
which are not the self. 

This quotation also characterizes bhoga. An impulse from an outer source, 
whether it is an outer thing or impression, fuses with the impulse from the 
subject. This impulse is teleologic. By distinguishing the teleologic orient
ation of the object towards the subject from the proper purpose of the subject, 
the subject is recognized ; this means that purposeful distinguishing leads to 
self-knowledge. 

If we for this purpose avail ourselves of the colour theory according to 
which the subject and the object colour the mind..:stuff, then the two coloured 
impulses fuse into one colour. The experience or the impression are coloured 
so that Pata:njali says that the mind-stuff is diversified by countless impres
sions, of which citta produces combinations for the sake of the subject. And 
for this reason also karma is coloured (IV, 7) ,  i. e. black, white-and-black, 
white, neither-white-nor-black i. e. transparent. For this reason also the 
image evoked from these coloured impressions is coloured. The subject 
merges with it as with an apperception etc. 

This psychological observation, which is without doubt based also on 
physiological observations on eating, corresponds to present day experiments. 
I wish to mention the experiment with the dog.76 

Pavlov directs this experiment to the conditioned reflex but it is also pos
sible to use it for the clarification of bhoga. In Pavlov's terminology bhoga 
-eating would correspond to the conditioned reflex and Pavlov investigated 
under what conditions the conditional reflex is evoked and how the new ner
vous track is connected. 

The basic condition is a simultaneous influence of an outer factor and of 
an unconditioned reflex. In our case the food is the unconditioned impulse of 
food-reaction. If the taking of food in the animal occurs at the same time 
with the effect of the factor which previously had no relation to the food 
(for instance the bell) the latter factor becomes the impulse for the same re
action as the food itself (bell = food) .  

The essence of the experiment lies therein that the dog was stimulated 
by the strokes of the metronome and at the same time fed, i. e. an innate food 
reflex was recalled. By frequent repetition the metronome alone caused the 
formation of saliva, and of corresponding movements. If we repeat several 
times the conditioned reflex (the bell) without the accompaniment of the 
unconditioned reflex (the food) through which help the conditioned reflex 
was created, this reflex gradually and inevitably fades till it disappears alto
gether. If the conditioned reflex in the form of a signal of the unconditioned 

75 a. a. O ., p. 111, note 3. 
76 I. P. Pavlov: The Technique and Methods of Objective Research in the Activity 

of Cerebral Hemispheres, p. 126 and further. 
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reflex begins to signalize incorrectly then it begins gradually to lose its sti
mulatory effect. · 

The conditioned reflex is easily created by more or less indifferent (i. e. 
uncommingled) factors. According to Pavlov there are really no absolutely 
indifferent impulses. A normal animal reacts to a change in the situation 
by an investigatory reflex "what is it?" If this relatively indifferent impulse 
is repeated the effect on the cerebral hemispheres is spontaneously lost and 
thus also the obstacle for the creation of the conditioned reflex is suppressed. 

Let us apply this experiment to bhoga. First the metronome and the food 
have no relation to each other, they are uncommingled just as puru?a and 
sattva. If, however, later on only the bell of the metronome is sounded, saliva 
is formed, i. e. in the impulse there is no distinction between the two, the bell 
and the food, and the symptoms of eating appear. With the time, however, 
the dog distinguishes the impulses so that the signal of the bell has no effect . 

. Pata:iijali would interpret it that in eating the two signals from the 
pur'U)}a and the sattva merge. It is an undifferentiated in1pulse, the cause of 
which is avidyii, which joins the subject to the object. With the time we are, 
however, aware of the two natures of the two powers in the sense that we 
distinguish their teleologic orientation. We thus distinguish that the food is 
teleologically oriented to the subject whereas the bell has its own purpose 
so that the two have nothing in common. And it is just the differentiation 
of the two purposes that it is possible to recognize one's Self. 

V:acaspati mentions several examples how the experience develops, which 
is the proof of correct observation. Thus he mentions to III 35 the example 
with the moon : "Sattva has the quality contrary to the Self. An impulse 
which fails to distinguish takes the in1age of the intelligence. And so the 
serene and other forms ( of gu1J,as) are falsely attributed to the intelligence, 
just as the trembling of the clear water which reflects the moon is falsely 
attributed to the moon." There are two sources here : the trembling of the 
clear water and the n1oon which merge into a single impulse during the re
flection of the· moon in the water. 

Towards the end he mentions a similar example : "The sattva depends 
upon the Self in the same. sense that a person depends upon his face reflected 
in a mirror (if he wishes to see himself) ." 

The undistinguishing of impulses is shown particularly in the following 
example (to I 4 ) : "Wrongly supposing that his face when reflected upon 
the dirty surface of a mirror is itself dirty, the individual bemoans him·self 
at the thought that he is dirty." Thus two various sources overlap each other 
in the impulse and are undistinguishable. 

These observations are of a very old origin since e. g. in Chand. Up. VIII. 
7, 4 Praj:apati applies to Indra and Virocana to look into the water and into 
the mirror to see themselves (the Self) .  Prajapati means by the Self the 
subject of all being, Indra and Virocana mistake the Self for the person that 
is seen, not the person that sees. They ask whether the image that is seen in 
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the water and in the mirror is the Self. They confuse the true Self with the 
body. 11 With regard to these attempts for the interpretation of the differ
ence between sattva and puru?a Patanjali gives a suitable and justified pro
-eedure how to achieve puru?aj{iana-the knowledge of the Self from bhoga
experience. 

The Indian conception of the Sokrates' principle "Gnothi seauton - know 
thyself"-shows also the method how it is possible to acquire this knowledge. 
Patanjali bases his interpretation on a teleological conception. But already 
the circumstance is very interesting, that we can understand Pataiijali's 
teleological formulation on the basis of physiological experiments. 

In the case of bhoga-experience, pratyaya thus means an indifferent 
impulse which is overlapping, i. e. not differentiating, the two sources which 
are quite independent of each other. 

6. Paracittajniina with pratyaya. 

Among the perfections which are the result of sarp,yama-constraint, 
Patanjali also mentions the recognition of the mind of the other person. He 
says in III 19, 20 : "pratyayasya paracittajibanmn. Na ea tatsalambanarp, 
tasyavi?ayibhutatvat'' - by constraint upon an impulse the knowledge of the 
mind of another person is acquired. This knowledge, however, does not refer 
to a source, or to a support of this mind because this source or support is 
not within the operational field." 

It is a kind of telepathy, the reading of somebody else's thoughts, with the 
restriction, that we do not recognize the substance on which the consciousness 
is based, we do not recognize the source. For instance a certain impulse signal
izes, sometin1es only for a moment hatred, love, character, illness, etc., but 
·we do not know how this state was evoked. 

J. '\V. Hauer78 opines that Pataiijali gives the warning not to rely on the 
images of another person, because one does not know his relation to the object. 
It is not really the case of a warning but Pataiijali restricts here the scope 
of this kind of knowledge where one acquires the knowledge of the mind of 
another person by concentrating upon the impulse and not by reasoning. 

S. Lindquist79 interprets cetopariyanana, paracittavijanana (Digha Ni
kaya III 281 ) ,  which corresponds to Patanjali's paracittajnana. It is a know
ledge which comprises the knowledge of th� internal life, thoughts, and feel
ings of another person. Especially interesting in this method is the fact that 
after concentration one observes the blood colouredness of the other person 
depending on the heart and in this way the mind of the other persons is 
examined which also depends on blood colouring. Lindquist then identifies 
this procedure from the beginning to the end with hypnosis during which an 
increased sensitivity for conscious and subconscious expressions of the mental 

77 Radhakrishnan: The Principle U pan�ads, p. 502. 
78 J. W. Hauer: Der Yoga als Heilweg, p. 152. 
10 S. Lindquist: Siddhi und Abhiniia, Upsala 1935, p. 75-77. 
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1ife of another person is manifested. It is then according to him nothing 
unusual that the hypnotised person notices such subsidiary expressions which 
,escape totally to another observing person. The combinational ability can be 
far more strongly increased during hypnosis than under ordinary conditions. 

Lindquist's identification of Yoga phenomena with hypnosis can be to-day 
explained by the fact that in the case of hypnosis, sleep, or wakefulness, there 
is according to Pavlov the same inhibition of commotions disregarding the 
way how the inhibition has been evoked. 

As regards the relation of the impulse to the acquiring of the knowledge 
of the mind of another person, it is important that during this procedure the 
mind of another person is recognized from the colour of the blood streaming 
from the heart. This opinion is completely in harmony with Pata:njali's con
ception. The connection of the mind with the heart is derived from III 34 : 
· "hrdaye cittasarrivit - as a 1·esult of concentration upon the heart there arises 
a consciousness of the mind-stuff." Cittasthiina - the locus of the citta · is 
in the cardial tube ( sw;umnii) . 
, Pata:njali states in general that it is possible to recognize the n1ind-stuff 
of another person. Let us remember that according to the interpretation 
mentioned before to sutra III 21 the body has griihyasakti - the power by 
which it is understood, recognized, i. e. that the body emits impulses. 

We must also remember that the physiological and psychological basis for 
all activities are the qualitative factors-gu'l},0-s, from which the impulses 
a.rise. The difference between these gu'(l,as lies therein that one of them is 
dominant and the others are subordinated . 

Also Hyppocrates (V. c. B.C.) supposed that the state of the organ
ism depends on the quantitative relations of the basic secretions and called 
their ratio krasis. This was later called in Latin temperamentum. According 
to this the spiritual characteristics of people depend on krasis, on the temper
ament, or according to the Indian opinion on the ratio of the gu'(l,as. 

In this sense we must understand the expression pratyaya as an impulse 
in which the mental life of the man is reflected. This impulse concerns both 
the colour of the blood, and a certain feature, i. e. the spark of the eye, etc. 
from which it is possible to recognize the man's character, his thoughts, feel
ings, etc. The man's character, his temperament, every commotion of the 
mind, and his thoughts are reflected on the outside and according to certain 
features it is possible to classify the people. 

Pavlovso says : "It has been observed for a long time and proved scientific
ally that if e. g. we think of some movement, i .  e. if we have a kinesthetic 
sensation, we perform the movement spontaneously without being aware of 
it. The same is true about the well known magical attraction with a man who 
solves a task not known to him, to go somewhere, or to do something with 
the help of another person who knows the task, but does not intend to help him. 

80 I. P. Pavlov: Physiological Mechanism of the so Called Will-directed Movements. 
,,Prace" Vol. VI, 1, 1936. 
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In reality, however, it is sufficient for the other person to hold the hand of 
the first person. In this case the other person spontaneously without bei� 
aware of it pushes the first person in the direction of the target." 

But also from the commentators it is possible to deduce, that pratyaya 
means impulse. 

The diff ere nee between prat·yaya in the sense of an impulse and jnana
know Iedge can be clearly seen from Bhoja's commentary to III 19. He says : 
"pratyayasya kenacit mukharagadinii lingena urhitasya yada sa1J'l,yam(JffJ'l, 
karoti tadli parakiyasya :cittasya jiianamutpadyate. Saragamasya cittani 
1;iraga'Y(l, veti paracittagatiinapidharmana janiitityartha"F:i. - When (one) 
perforn1s Sa1J'l,yama with regard to the impulse obtained by any mark (sign) 
such as complexion of the face, then it raises the knowledge of the mind of an� 
other person that is he knows even the qualities which have entered into the 
mind of the other person, whether his mind is impassioned or dispassionate." 

In other respects Bhoj a identifies pratyaya with inana which could not 
be applied to ,this siitra. According to Bhoja in III 19 a certain feature 
(linga) is taken from the face as the source and thus becomes the impulse 
(pratyaya) for the creation of knowledge (jnana) .  

Bhoja to III 21 explains that the body (kaya"F:i, sariram) has g1·ahyasakti 
-the power of being apprehended. The Yogin can arrest this power, so that 
the connection of the organ-of-sight of another person does not happen. 

If we apply this interpretation to sfttra III 19 then pratyaya means that 
which comes from the body of another person, i. e. sakti which is transformed 
to pratyaya-in1pulse. Only from an impulse can knowledge-jnana be de
veloped. 

According to Bhoja's interpretation, pratyaya in III 19 clearly means 
impulse and not jiliina. 

The meaning of pratyaya as kararia-cause follows also from V,acaspati's 
comments to IV 19, in which he says : "wherever there is activity (kriyii) 
it is possible in all the cases to ascertain its relation ( sarJ?,bandha) to the factor 
(kartr), to the cause (kararia), and to the object (karma). In the same way 
we can see the act of cooking in its relation to Chaitra, fire, and rice." 

If we put this relation into a line we can also find the position of pratyaya. 

kartr kararia karma kriya 
Chaitra fire nee cooking 
para pratyaya (source) citta 

In order to find out that Chaitra is cooking, I must see the fire. If I see 
that Chaitra is cooking, I recognize this according to the fire, whatever he 
may be cooking, and not according to the image of fire. Vacaspati wittingly 
says (to I 32) that the Brahman boy cannot cook with fire which he imagines 
to be present, but (according to II 28) he can cook only with an existing fire. 

In the same way I recognize the mind of Chaitra, his images, thoughts, 
feelings, character, etc., according to the impulse, the colouring of his blood, 
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his feature, etc., from whatever source this impulse, which I do not recognize 
might come. 

If we substitute in the mentioned siitra III 19, 20 pratyaya with impulse, 
as expressed by a certain colouring of blood, a certain feature, etc., the sense 
of the mentioned siitra is clear. 

At the same time this formulation is a proof of the relation between the 
physiological and psychic aspects which form a single, undividable whole, 
although differentiated vertically. 

7. sabda-artha-pratyaya. 

According to Pata11jali it is possible to acquire the ability to understand 
all the voices of all the living beings by concentrating on the differences be
tween sabda-<11rtha-pratyaya. Pataiijali formulates this procedure and its 
result in III 17 : "sabda-artha-pratyay,anam-itara-itara-adhydslit-sarr,,karas
tat-pravibhiiga-sarr,,yamiit sarvabhuta-ruta-fiuinwm - The sound of word, 
the meaning, and the impulse are confused because they are erroneously iden
tified with each other. By constraint upon the distinction between them 
(there arises) the knowledge of the cries of all living beings." 

In the first place what is the correct meaning of the expressions sabda
artha-pr,atyaya, which is usually interpreted as word, thing, and image or 
presented-idea. The determination of the correct meaning depends on the 
understanding of the verbal form of commotion-vikalpa. In I 42 Patanjali 

says : "tatra-sabda-artha-fftiina-vikalpaiti, sarr,,kir'(l,6., savitarka, (samapatti) 
- The state-balanced with deliberation is commingled with vikalpas, i. e. 
abstract relations between the verbal sounds, and the meaning and the sense 
of the word," which is usually translated as a relation between a word, object, 
and conception ( idea) . Vacaspati explains vikalpa as itara-itara..adhyiisa, 
so that both sutras I 42 nd III 17 are connected. 

The com1nentators were without doubt very good philologists and give 
a very voluminous commentary from which I intend to present only the im
portant parts. 

Vy;asa differentiates between the sound aspect of the word from its signi
ficance. The ear has as its object only the transformation of the sound 
( srotrarr,, ea dhvaniparirw,mamiitravifayam). This verbal sound is grasped 
by the mental process ( buddhinirgrahyam) ,  the meaning known from before 
is attributed to it. This meaning is selected according to an indicatory sign 
( sarr,,keta). The word contains the power to express a sentence ( vakyasakti) , 
which is based on reality, existence. If we say for instance a tree, it is said 
at the same time, that it exists ( vrksa ityukte 'stiti gamyate). The meaning 
of the word thus does not deviate from existence, reality ( na sattarJi padiirtho 
vyabhicaratiti). Thus for instance a cow means a thing with its dewlap and 
other specific features. 

The word by means of its expressing power has the ability to express the 
meaning and the sense of a sentence. The commentators give examples illus-
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trating the comn1ingling of three factors. In the first place it is the ambiguity 
of words, for instance asvalJ, means horse or thou didst go or swell ; bhavati 
-he is or 0, Lady ; ajapayas- goafs milk or thou didst conquer (the foes) . 
The relation between sabda:r.arth�pratyaya Vy.asa illustrates on the ex
amples : the palace whitens-svetate prasiida iti and the ·white palace-· svetalJ, 
prasada iti. The process of whitening is often identified with its result, with 
the white quality, so that as regards their features the impulse of both the 
objects is the same. The difference between the three expressions is that the 
meaning of white is that which b�comes the n1eaning of the thing upon which 
the word and the in1pulse depend ( svetorthaly, sabdapratyayay01· alamban'i 
bhutaly,) .  According to Vacaspati the impulse which identifies the two, i. e. 
to whiten and white, is restricted by the determining sign-sa1'J1,keta, which 
has no support in reality. The reason why the in1pulse does not distinguish 
the process of whitening and the white quality is just the determining feature, 
sign. 

In what lies the meaning of the determining sign, if it should have a sup
port in reality? 

The commentators start fron1 a correct starting point that the word serves 
to the inf orn1ation of another person. How do we know that I understand 
what somebody else says ? To this effect I shall n1ention the interpretation 
of the commentators to aga1na-the arrival of the perception, which they 
consider to be an independent vrtti, i. e. verbal communication. 

Vyiasa gives the following interpretation to I 7 :  "aptena dr?tonumito 
varthalJ, paratra svabodhasarrikriintaye sabdenopadisyate. sabdiittadarthavi
r;aya vrtti}:i sroturagama?i. Y asyasraddheyartho vakta na dr?tfinurnitiirtha�i 
sa ligama}:i plavate mul,avaktwri tu dr?tanumitarthe nirviplava}:i syat -
A thing which has been seen or inferred by a trustworthy person is men
tioned by word in order that his knowledge may pass over to some other per
son. The fluctuation of the hearer which arises from that word and which rel
ates to the object-intended by that (word) is a verbal communication. That 
verbal communication is said to waver, the utterer of which declares an in
credible thing, not a thing which he himself has seen or inferred ; but if the 
original utterer has hin1self seen or inferred the thing (then it) would be 
unwavering." 

I shall, however, mention an · example from Vacaspati to II 30 (from 
MbBh VII, chapt. 190) from which it will be seen that a trustworthy person 
can lead somebody in error. "Drol)a the Master asked Yudhi:�thira ( the 
king) with regard to the death of his own son Asvatthiaman, ''Venerable sir, 
thou who art rich in truth, has Asvatthaman been slain ?' And he having in 
mind the elephant who had the corresponding name said, 'It is true, Asvattha-
1nan is slain'. This is an answer which does not make Yudhi�thira's own 
knowledge pass to (Dro�a) .  For his own knowledge derived from the sense
organ ( indriya)janmii) had as its object the slaying of the elephant and this 
(knowledge) was not passed (to Drona) . But quite another knowledge that 
of the slaying of the latter's son, was· formed ( in Droi:ia's mind)." One and 
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the saine word, Asvatth:aman, marks the elephant and Yudhi�thira's son, 
or in other words sabda has two arthas-meanings. The error was committed 
because th� two meanings have a support in different reality, i. e. every mean
ing has another impulse from a source. 

What is then the difference between the three expressions? If Dro1:1-a does 
not know that the word .Asvatth:aman has two meanings, he places it only 
under one meaning. In both cases there are two notions, though different, 
but full of sense, but only one of them corresponds to the reality. 

Vy.asa mentions an example to III 17, that I communicate the word pacati 
-bakes, cooks. Chaitra is the agent-kartr, rice is the object-karma, fire 
is the means of cooking-karar:ia, so that the words are so constructed as to 
give the meaning of the sentence, i. e. Chaitra is cooking rice on fire. 

According to commentators I have to believe the person, who is telljng 1t 
to me. This belief lies therein that the mentioned person has seen everything 
and became convinced about it. Nevertheless in the case of Dror:ia an error 
was committed although all the prerequisites for knowing the truth were 
present. 

Patanjali formulates the verbal field as abstract, objectively void ( vastu
sunya I 9) . The word conforms with this abstraction and therefore through 
vikalpa errors are c01nmitted, because the words are given another meaning, 
sense. As the proper procedure of a correctly selected sense of the words 
Vyasa mentions vyavahiira, a term from judicial-police branch which means 
a verification of the testimony, i. e. he refers to the reconstruction of reality. 

I .  P. Pavlovs1 considers the second signalizing verbal system as abstraction 
of reality. Numerous verbal impulses according to him have taken us away 
from reality and for this reason we must be always aware of this fact if we 
are not to spoil our relations to reality. 

Patai1jali says that we can improve this verbal, abstract relation to reality 
by differentiating the three aspects in speech : the sound aspect, the mean
ing, and the impulse. If we interpret pratyaya as image then Dro1,1a will 
never find the truth and he will never understand the words of Yudhisthira. ' 

. .  

He will only then recognize the mistake . when he has convinced hilnself about 
the reality. 

The commentators lead us to correct understanding by their expressions 
S0fl?1,ket<1,-the determining sign, vyavahiira-the verification of reality, and 
by referring to reality which is the sign of pratyaya-the impulse from a 
source. Dro1:1-a must come to an understanding with Yudhi�thira about the 
reality in order to find his mistake. Pratyaya thus means an impulse ref er-
ring to reality. , 

The truth is an accord of one's idea, one's knowledge, and one's thoughts 
with reality. A certain statement is only true as far as it corresponds to 
reality. A lie or a mistake does not correspond to reality and we can set 1t 
right by its verification with reality-vyavahara. 

si Selection p. 180 and 166. 
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Pavlovs2 in his experiment with the dog arrived at the same formulation : 
"The dog received food simultaneously with the sounding of the bell of the 
metronome. The bell without the food caused excretion of saliva in the dog. 
The dog then gradually observes that the signal of the bell does not cor
respond to reality and thus begins to react to it more and more weakly till 
finally he does not react at all. An inhibition is gradually developed in the 
dog since all the processes disappear with the time after interrupting the cause 
affecting the nervous system." 

Patanjali would explain it that the dog has differentiated the sound of 
the bell, its meaning, and the affecting cause, namely that the bell does not 
announce the ar:t:ival of food and that the inhibition in the dog was caused 
by the impulse showing that the heard sound of the bell does not correspond 
to reality. 

Let us mention for example the sound of the sirene which during the war 
meant the approach of enemy aircraft. The sound of the sirene had its signi
ficance, its sense because it referred to reality. Further experience, however, 
showed that the aircraft did not drop bombs so that it was considered sense
less to go to a shelter, till it sometimes did not pay. Thus the reality verifies 
the meaning of a word, i. e .  from the reality streams the impulse to the mean
ing of a word or sound. The reality is manifested in the knowledge as an 
impulse, i. e. reality is the affecting cause of every activity. 

If we hear the sound of a sirene in peace time we ask why it is sounded 
because the warning against aircraft does not correspond to the reality. 
There, however, exist some impulses here why the sirene was sounded such as 
fire, etc. The reality and practice verify the meaning of the word. 

If we try to find out the correct meaning of the word pratyaya in Yoga
sutras out of the many meanings, i. e. which of the meanings Patanjali had 
in mind, we have to proceed similarly. We must distinguish the word pratyaya 
and determine its significance etymologically and by its comparison with 
other texts, and by so doing we arrive at a series of meanings mentioned in 
the dictionary. In this dictionary there are sentences in which a certain 
meaning makes sense. In order to determine the correct meaning in Yoga
sutras we have chosen the method of verification, i. e. we give sense to these 
siitras. If this sense is verified by reality, if it fits completely into individual 
sutras, we can rightly suppose that we have selected the correct meaning. 
This is the essence of a scientific, experimentary method, which has been 
found successful also in practice. 

A forester understands well the language of animals, and one can suppose 
that thousand of years of experience in the jungle lead to better understanding 
of the life of animals and their language, and also lead to the control over 
them. 

If we now form a line in that the differentiation of sabda-artha-pratyaya 
means jnana, i. e. that the differentiation between the sound of the word, its 

s2 Selection p. 280. 
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significance, and the affecting impulse leads to the understanding of the 
language then according to Vyiasa sabda and pratyaya is dependent on artha. 
The sound impulse and the affecting impulse come from the outside. Pavlovss 
truthfully classifies listening to the orientational or investigatory reflex. If 
we hear a sound, a cry, or a noise which can have several meanings, we look 
for the cause which has evoked this cry in order to understand it. 

In this sense we could complete the meaning of pratyaya as something that 
signifies an impulse which is looking for a direction in a number of verbal 
meanings or that it is looking for the correct verbal significance with regard 
to the reality. 

8. Dr(L$fji.rpratyaya-anupasya'J;,. 
/ 

The last sutra in which the expression '[Yfatyaya was used is the most 
important one because by its correct solution we can verify whether or not 
Patanjali bases his theory on an idealistic conception that the world is one's 
image. 

This sutra runs (II 20) : "dr<L$f;a drsimiitrafi §uddho'pi pratyaya-anu
pasya'J;,. - The seer is nothing but seing, although undefiled, surveys the im
pulses ( or according to commentators and some ideologists ; the image, pre
sented-idea, Vorstellung) ." 

The commentators concentrate their interest on the meaning of §uddlwr
pure (in II 20, III 35, IV 22, and other). Vy.asa finally says : "suddho 'pyasau 

'[)1'atyayanupasya'I;,. Yata'I;, pratyaya'YJ'l, bauddhamanupasyati - Because though 
pure in itself, the Self beholds the presented-ideas, that is to say it beholds 
that (mutation of matter which the thinking substance undergoes, when it 
states the form of an object) and which is the presented-idea of thinking
substance." 

Pratyaya thus according to Vyiasa means that,what is presented to the 
subject. To I 11 he then says: "grahyoparakta'I;, pratyayo grahyagrahar;,o
bhay.akara nirbhasastajjatayika'YJ'l, sa1Jiskaramiirabhate - The presented-idea 
if affected by the object shines forth in consciousness in a form of both kinds, 
both of the object and of the process of knowing, and produces thus a cor
responding impression." 

J. H. W oodsS4 notes that the object as such is not directly perceived but 
only its form as reproduced in the thinking substance (buddhisattva), which 
in its turn reflects the image cast upon it by the Self. 

The commentators, however, differentiate between cittavrtti and buddhi
vrtti-intellectual commotions (IV 22, II 20) .  Vacaspati identifies jnana
vrttis-cominotions of knowledge with buddhivrttis (to IV 22). In according 
to the commentators J. H. Woods then translates sfitra IV 22 : "citeraprati
Sa'YJ'l,kramayastadakarapattau svabuddhisa'YJ'l,vedanam, as follows : The Intel
lect which unites not (with objects) is conscious of its own thinking-substance 

83 Selection p. 255. 
84 Yogasystem of Pataiijali p. 31'. 
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when (the mind-stuff, citta) takes the form of that (thinking--substance by 
reflecting it)." ,, 

Viacaspati explains by this the state cittavrttisarupya in which the subject 
conforms with the commotions and says : "The Intellect's consciousness of its 
own thinking-substance takes place when the thinking-substance, in so far 
as it is a receptacle for the reflection of the Intellect, passes into the form 
of that (Intellect),  (that.is), passes into a ressemblance (rupata) of the Intel
lect. For just as even without activity (kriya) of the moon, the clear water, 
into which the reflection of the moon has passed over, makes the moon seem 
to be quivering, although the moon itself is not quivering, so similarly, even 
in the absence of any operation of the Intellect, the mind-stuff with which 
the reflection of the Intellect has become united, makes by its own activity 
the Energy of Intellect seem to have activity, makes it seem to have attach
ment even when it is without attachment." 

Vacaspati to IV 21 identifies citta with buddhi, but buddhi also in this 
case means that aspect of citta which is directed to the subject. Buddhi
pratyaya would accordingly signify what comes from citta and what causes 
buddhivrtti. 

The scheme of the process of acquiring knowledge would according to 
commentators look as follows: 

vastu - griihyasakti - pratyaya - vrtti - buddhipratyaya -
t buddhivrtti � prati

sarrivedana 

I 
- - - drarf/i 

anupasyaJ:,, 

According to Patanjali this scheme would be as follows: 
vastu - grahyasakti - pratyaya - vrtti - svabuddhi pratisa1'J'l,vedana 

t - drarta anupasyaJ:,, . 

The difference between the two schemes lies therein that according to the 
interpretation of the commentators the subject surveys the image elaborated 
by the process of acquiring knowledge about an exterior reality directly, but 
only at the image of it. 

The interpretation of the commentators does not correspond to the basic 
text of Patanjali. According to Pata:njali the subject is aware of his thoughts, 
his images, and feelings but, nevertheless, looks at the impulses from outer 
reality that is to say he looks at that which comes from the outside to his 
notice. This enables the subject to know how to differentiate by progressive 
experience the subject from the object, namely by differentiating ( vivelca) 
the signs of the basic klesa avidyii, which is the cause of the connection be
tween the subject and the object. 

The commentators base their interpretations on another philosophical 
conception than the basic text. 
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This supplement to the Patanjali's conception had the consequence that 
the commentators interpreted nidra as sleep, i. e. the commotion which is 
based on the image of unreality. This is also what Vacaspati says to I 10 : 
"Because there is no mutation of the thinking-substance ( buddhi) into the 
form of an object, the Self aware of a thinking-substance, which consists of 
intensified tamas, is in deep sleep and inwardly conscious." According to 
Vy;asa pratyaya-anupasyaJ:i means bauddhapratyaya-anupasya]:i, i. e. the sub
ject does not perceive the object directly but only as an elaborated image 
about the object. 

But the commentators themselves combat this consequence that the world 
is only one's image. 

Thus Vyiasa says to IV 23 : "apare cittamatrameveda1'J1, sarva'f!l, niisti 
khalvayatJi gavadirghafjidisca sakare'Y,lo loka iti. Anukampaniyliste - /There 
are others who say that this whole universe is nothing more than the mind
stuff, and that this world of things, cows, and water-jars and other things 
together with their causes does not exist. They are to be pitied." 

In the same way in IV 14 he condemns the directions which deny the 
existence of things as such, and who say that a thing is only a readjustment 
of percepts like the objects of a dream, and not a thing in the full sense of 
the word (jnanaparikalpanamatratJi vastu svapnavi?ayopamarri na paramar
thato 'stiti).  

It is also stated in the suspicious sutra IV 16 which is more likely only 
Vy.asa's commentary : "na caikacittatantra'Y(l, vastu tadaprama?J,aka'Y(l, tadii 
kirri syat ? - A thing is not dependent upon a single mind-stuff, it could not 
be proved, then what would it be?" 

In II 18 it is said that the essence of the object-of-sight (drsya) are the 
produced things and the sense-organs ( bhuta-indriya-iitrnakam). The differ
ence between vastu-object, and citta-mind-stuff lies therein that the path 
of the two is different ( vibhakta]:i pantha]:i IV 15) .  

Vy,asa identifies vastu with buddhi in the sense, that vastu is trigu'Y,lam, 
i. e. it is composed of three gu'Y,las (IV 15) and buddhi also (II 20; and 
Buddhigu'Y,la]:i . . . pratyayatJi trigu'Y,lanieviirabhante II 15 - gur:w,s of the 
thinking-substance create a three-gutia impulse) .  From this can be derived 
that buddhi in the same way as vastu creates a three-gu'Y,la impulse. If Vy;asa 
then states that buddhi is unconscious because it is co1nposed of three gur:,,as 
and that purusa-the subject beholds these gu1J.as (II 20) then he points out 
the right way to the explanation. If three-gu'Y,la impulses are developed from 
buddhigu'Y,las then three-gu'Y,la impulses are also developed from vastugutJ,as. 
In that case pratyaya-anupasya]:i refers both to the impulses from buddhi and 
vastu, i. e. the subject surveys and examines outer impulses from sources and 
internal impulses from impressions. 

The commentaries are thus inconsequent and their texts are contradictory, 
but even under these circumstances they are a reliable source to the finding 
of the way to correct interpretation of the basic text of Yoga-sutras. This. 
text suffers deformations in commentaries under the pressure of Sa:rp.khya,. 

17• 
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Buddhist, and other conceptions of the comn1entators but the original explan
ation shines through. 

In the first place there is a fine q.ifference between several Patanjali's 
formulations : 
1. The subject knows always the commotions of the mind-stuff ( sadiijiia-

tascittavrttaya"IJ, IV 18) . 
2. He is aware of its own thoughts (svabuddhisa1J1,vedanani IV 22) .  
3. The subject is a mere vision ( drsimiitra II 20) .  
4. At the same time, however, he surveys the impulses, that is to say what 

comes to it from outer and inner reality (pratyaya-anupasyal;, II 20) . 

The subject is at the same time in the state in which he conforms with 
the vrttis (cittavrttisarupya I 4)  and in one's own form in which the vrttis 
are controlled (svarupa I 3) .  The impulses-pratyayas evoke vrttis (I 10) .  

If the subject thus conforms with these vrttis, than he can survey only the 
impulses from either outer or inner source. If it is in his own nature he 
surveys the impulses without vrttis, i .  e. he surveys the reality as it is. The 
commentators consider pratyak$a-sensation as an independent vrtti-per
ception. According to their explanation the outer object affects, i. e .  colours 
the mind-stuff through the channel of the sense-organ and they say that the 
commotion is related directly to an outer thing (I 7) ,  because a real fact 
(bhutiirtha I 8) ,  an existing thing (sadvi$aya) ,  is the object of pramii?Ja. 

Nevertheless Vacaspati interpretes also perception idealistically ( to I 7) : 
"For the illumination whose seat is in the Self is not produced, but is the 
result when the intelligence is reflected in the mirror of the thinking-sub
stance (buddhi) and assumes the form of that (thinking-substance) in so far 
as the fluctuation of the thinking-substance ( buddhivrtti) has the form of 
the object. And, this (intelligence) in this (assumed) condition is undis
tinguished (avisi?ta) from the thinking-substance and has its being in the 
thinking-substance. Moreover since the fluctuation ha:s its being in the think
ing-substance there is ground for the relation of prama?},a as the source of 
the valid idea to the result in  the fact that (both) have the same locus (namely, 
in the thinking-substance)." 

I wish to add an example from Buddhist literature. In Udana 6, 4 there 
is a mention about a dispute whether the world is eternal or ephemeral. 
Some people went to Buddha for advice and Buddha told them that they were 
like blind men and mentioned the following event. Once upon a time there 
lived a king in ,Savatthi who summoned all the blind men from the town and 
ordered them to bring an elephant with them. The king came to them as they 
were standing around the elephant touching that part of the elephant's body 
at which they stood, and asked them what the elephant was like. These who 
touched the elephant's head compared the elephant to a jug and those who 
touched his ears compared it to a wicker-tray and similarly they compared 
his legs to pillars and the end of the tail to a brush, etc. 

These blind men, however, did not create an image of a jug etc., but they 
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compared former sensations from a jug with the sensations or impulses from 
the elephant's head as a source. In other words we could say that they pro
j ected their ideas about a jug on the new source of the impulse. 

Patanjali would formulate it that blind men possess the impression from 
the commotions which were evoked by an impulse from a jug. The new im
pulse from the elephant's head evoked a commotion which conformed with 
the impulse from the memory fund, so that they were aware that it was a jug 
as they sought looking for new impulses by means of their touch, i. e. they 
sought something which came to them-pratyaya. By this· search for im
pulses they verified a new experience in accordance with their limited possi-
bilities. � 

We must, however, be aware that our mental process is different, from 
that marked by Pata:njali. We can differentiate sensation, perception, image, 
thought, feeling, and will. We forn1ulate perception as a reflection of objects 
of a real world which affects our sense. A sensation is a pure stimulation, 
so to say a physiological one, which is passed to the sense-organs by ·some 
outer factor. According to us, perception is that which is developed in one's 
brain after it has been found out that this stimulation is not isolated but is 
connected with another object and with the remaining impressions. On this 
basis we perceive outer objects. 

Psychology based on the experiments of I. P. Pavlov must reckon with 
the stated signalizing systems and elaborate a systen1 as was often demanded 
by Pavlov himself. 

Pata:njali imagines the process of acquiring knowledge about the reality 
in the way that every object has five forms, with which the five-fold vrtti 
is in conformity. In Pavlov's terminology we should say that according to 
Patanjali there are five signalizing forms in every vrtti. The subject identi
fies himself in the first phase of knowledge with the vrtti, he knows it, is 
conscious of it and surveys the impulses. This survey of the impulses is the 
projective activity of the subject by which he verifies the reality. 

In the sarupya state at the beginning of this research the n1erge of the 
internal reality with the outer reality is manifested as a result of the un
distinguishing klesa avidya, as mentioned in Vyasa's document to II 5. Ac
cordb1g to him the subject projects the picture of the outer world created by 
citta directly on the objects. 

The objective reality thus merges with the subjective, undistinguishing 
reality. The task of the Yoga is to separate from the subjective reality every
thing that is subjective in it, i. e. that which comes out of the activity of citta, 
impressions, and klesas, and to achieve the reflection of the direct objective 
reality. This is achieved by the control of the subjective klesa apparatus so 
that citta as crystal-clear and uncolouring outer reality which is transmitting 
this outer reality in its impulses, reflects the outer and inner reality as it is. 

This aim is achieved with the help of the investigatory impulse by which 
we verify the correctness and the truth of the knowledge. 

Pratyaya-anupasya'f:i, i. e. the fact that the subject looks for and surveys 
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the impulses from a source is a corrective measure for the differentiating 
of powers of the proprietor and the property, for differentiating the subject 
from the object, that is to say, for recognizing subjective and objective com
ponents of the undistinguished subjective reality and thus for recognizing 
the true reality whether outer, inner, physiological, or psychic. 

If we interpret pratyaya as impulse, the mentioned sfitra has a clear 
sense and is in accord with all the sfitras in which the word pratyaya occurs. 
It also confirms the realistic view-point of Patanjali. By idealistic conception 
of the commentators Patanjali's formulations of the mentioned sfitras are 
not only distorted, but they are in direct contradiction with the realistic 

� stand-point of Patanjali. 
Pratyaya as an impulse and not in1age gives the whole procedure f ormul

ated by Patanjali in Yoga-sfitras a new sense and thus enables to find out the 
original sense and interpretation of sfitras which as a whole are difficult and 
laconic, but very interesting even to-day. 

IV. C onclU$ion: 

By the analysis of all the sutras of Pata:njali where the word pratyaya 
occurs we can summarize the conclusions as follows : 
1.  Pratyaya as a centripetal impulse is related to the original significance, 

i. e. that which comes in the direction to somebody or something. The term 
impulse is suitably selected because it expresses better the meaning of the 
word than the words mitwirkende Ursache, external cause, presentation. 
At the same time it expresses the initial stage as the cause of every activ
ity and excludes the sense according to which one could judge upon other 
stages, particularly the final stage as in the case of Vorstellung, presented
idea, fluctuation, knowledge. This initial stage has a firm support in the 
text of Yoga-sutras, particularly in I 10, where the relation between 
pratyaya as the beginning and vrtti as the consequence is expressed. 

2. Pratyaya as a centripetal impulse refers to objective reality, to the source 
from which it originates. A support for this explanation is in sutra IV 27 
according to which pratyaya originates from sa1'(1,skaras-impressions. 
Sarriskaras according to Viiasa's interpretation also belongs to the same 
category as vastu--external object, i. e. impulses from an external object 
and from sa'fJ'l,Skiiras are the same. Vastu emits grahyasakti--the power 
to be grasped or known. 

3. If we select impulse as the meaning of pratyaya, we arrive to the follow
ing sequence of impulses : 
a )  negative impulse-abhiivapratyaya in the inhibitory form nidra, 
b) inhibitory impulse--viriimapratyaya in asa1'(1,prafiuitanirodha, 
c) innate impuise-bhavapratyaya, i. e. this inhibitory impulse is innate 

in some people, 
d)  acquired impulse- upiiyapratyaya, a term used by the commentators 

is related to individual special methods from sraddha to prajna, 
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e) balancing of impulses-tulyapratyaya in the case of transformations 
of the mind-stuff, cittapari11:,iima, 

f) investigatory impulse, by means of which the sense of language and 
sounds is found, and also the consciousness of another person and the 
reality are recognized, 

g) overlapping, commingling, undifferentiating impulse-pratyaya-avi
se?a in the case of bhoga--eating, or experience, 

h) flowing impulse-pratyaya-ekatanatii in the case of dhyiina. 
The essence of these impulses is to evoke either excitation or inhibition, 

or inhibition of the inhibition (de-inhibition) .  
4. The existence of such impulses which are exercising various functions can 

be proved in the sphere of experimental physiology of higher nervous 
activity as was proved by the results of I. P. Pavlov and his school (or 
even in the sphere of technique in radiophony, etc. ) .  

5. The meaning of pratyaya as impulse gives a clear sense to all the sfitras 
of the basic text of Yoga-sutras in which this expression is found and 
besides it enables also a precise explanation of the whole procedure men
tioned in Y oga-sfitras. 
a) In the first place it is possible to explain clearly that nidra does not 

mean sleep as was supposed by the commentators which had to face 
,quite justified objections against their interpretation. The meaning 
of pratyaya as impulse removes these objections and in addition it 
enables to classify nidrii as one of the five forms of vrttis. 

b) A correct interpretation of viriimapratyaya as inhibitory impulse 
leads to the determination of the relation nirodha, samiidhi, kaivalya 
in the sense that nirodha is a prerequisite to samadhi. This also re
futes the presumption of the commentators and some indologists, that 
there is a conflict between the two texts about sarp.,prajnata nirodha 
and sabija samiidhi. The existence of an impulse inhibiting an in
hibition gives a clear sense to sutra I 51. 

c) The meaning of pratyaya as impulses gives sense to siitras about 
achieving perfections. .. 

d) It is particularly significant that pratyaya as impulse gives another 
sense to the basic conception of Pataiijali, i. e. that Pata:njali's start
ing point is realistic and not idealistic, as the commentators presumed. 

e) Pratyaya as impulse puts also in a cliff erent light the relation of the 
commentators to Yoga-sutras in the way that already the first com
mentator Vyasa did not understand correctly the sense of the basic 
text so that the basic text is much older than the commentary . than 
has been thought hitherto thus solving the question of the authorship 
in favour of the grammarian Pataiijali. On the other hand the com
mentaries are a reliable guide to the finding of the original sense of 
the basic text. 

f) By all this the correct conception of pratyaya as impulse puts the 
obscure and laconic formulations of Patanjali into clear light. 
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g) It also contributes to the proof that the basic text of Yoga-sutras 
makes a complete unit and that it does not consist of various texts by 

various schools of Yoga of various time-s only being compiled by the 
last editor. 

h) It also enables to find concealed impressions giving the connection 
with the experience and thoughts of the Old Indian Medical School. 

i) Finally it frees the way to a scientific experimental research of Yoga
sutras, interesting both from the psychophysiological and experimental 
view-points. 

The aim of this study was to �ake a contribution in this direction. 
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